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Comrade
/  _ '

Siileyman Cihan,
Revolutionary
Communist

Leader,
L  * .

Murdered

in Turkey
News has reached us that Siileyman

Cihan, a member of the PoliticaJ Bu
reau of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of Turkey Marxist-'
Leninist (TKPML), was murdered in'
prison on October 20.
Comrade Cihan had been hunted by

the authorities in Turkey since 1974.
Calling him "the leader of the TKP
ML," the military junta had issued its
martial law commandos orders to shoot

bim on sight. Large-scale search opera
tions were carried out in Istanbul and

the surrounding areas to net him. The
U.S.-backed Junta even went .so far as
to torture his wife and his nine-year-old
daughter in an effort to find his where
abouts. As a result of this his daughter
was left mentally disturbed and his
wife's health severely damaged. Finally,
this comrade, who was of the Kurdish
minority nationality, was captured by
plainclothes police in Istanbul on Au
gust 1.
From the time of Siileyman Cihan's

arrest until after his death the military

refused to give out any word of his loca
tion and condition. Even now they re
fuse to explain the circumstances of
death or to turn over his body to his
family.
Comrade Cihan was tortured for

more than two months without break
ing. According to one report that has
reached us, SQleyman Cihan's father
was informed through other tortured
prisoners who were brought in to identi
fy SUlcyman that he refused to even iden
tify himself to the junta and its hench

men. Other political prisoners in sev
eral different prisons were also tortured
in an effort to force them to identify Ci
han and provide "evidence" against
him to legitimize his execution.
Immediately after Shleyman Cihan's

arrest, an international campaign was
launched to demand that the junta
reveal where they were keeping Com
rade Cihan and to prevent his execu
tion. On August 15, 80 supporters of
the revolutionary newspaper Parfizan

Continued on page 3

U.S. Zig-Zags and the Saudi 'Peace Plan"
when Saudi Arabia unveiled its eight-

point "Middle East Peace Plan" last
August, the Reagan administration react
ed with what appeared to be cool dis
interest. But in the last few weeks, in
the wake of Senate approval of the ad
ministration's plan to sell AWACS to
the Saudis, Reagan suddenly hailed the
initiative as a "beginning point for ne
gotiations" and said that it marked the
first time the Saudis "had recognized
Israel as a nation." The Saudi initia
tive, which had been almost completely
ignored by the media during the
AWACS debate, suddenly became
headline news.
But what may appear on the surface

to be a new ".startling turnaround" in
U.S. imperialism's diplomatic maneu
vering in the Middle East is in fact only
the latest zig-zag in a pattern of broken-
field running made necessary by the
U.S.'s noi-so-long-run interests In the

region and the world. It can only be
understood when placed in the context
of objective developments towards
world war between the blocs headed by
U^S. and Soviet imperialism.
The Saudi initiative itself is no break

through of originality. Its architect,
Saudi Crown Prince Fahd, himself
claims to have patched it together from
various United Nations re.solutions on
Middle Eastern affairs. Its key substan
tive points include Israeli withdrawal
from the occupied lerritorie.s; di.sman-
tling of Israeli settlements in the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip, and the estab
lishment of a transitional United Na
tions trusteeship in these areas; and the
esiabli.shment of an independent Pales
tinian state with East Jerusalem as its
capital.
The real operative clause of the Saudi

plan is a seemingly innocuous point as
serting "the right of all the states of the

region to live in peace." This is intend
ed as an implicit recognition of the state
of Israel.
We will not undertake here to dissect

the implications of the Saudi initiative
in detail. But it should be pointed out
that a dose connection exists between
the .seemingly unexceptionable call for
an "independent Pale.siinian stale" and
a call, however veiled, to repair the
breach betweeti Israel and the bourgeois
Arab regimes. For the essence of the
Saudi plan, which ha.s received broad
backing or at least favorable comment
from a wide variety of reactionary inte
rests in the Middle East, is to create a
"Palestinian state" thai will in reality
serve as a detention center surrounded
on all sides by "armed guards."
King Hussein of Jordan, who recent

ly was in Washington extolling the vir
tues of the Saudi plan, has long been a
candidate for such a role in a "solution

of the Palestinian question." Hussein,
a great self-proclaimed "friend of the
Palestinians," is remembered best for
leading a 1970 Jordanian Army massa
cre of the Palestinian refugee camp-s in
his country; more than 20,000 Palestin
ians were killed and the PLO driven
from Jordan into Lebanon.

In the 1975-76 civil war in Lebanon,
it was Syrian troops who cotiaborated
directly with Israeli and Phalangist
forces in a slaughter of PLO and Mos
lem insurgents.
As these examples indicate, the policy

of the Arab regimes toward the "Pales
tinian'question" is dictated by a deep
fear of the revolutionary nature and po
tential of that struggle. A big element of
the conflict between these regimes and
Israel Is that Israel'.s expansionism has
greatly intensified this contradiction
and heightened the possibility of uphea
val throughout the Middle East. The

Continued on page 6
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Revolutionary

Outpouring

at Funerai

for Haitians

The 33 bodies of Haitian refugees
which washed ashore on a Florida
beach three weeks ago were a vivid
caricature of imperialism. The posture
struck by the U.S. government in the
days that followed illusiraied on the
one hand, unspeakable cynical depravi
ty, and on the other, a certain despera
tion that what is known by many about
the U.S. hell in Haiti, and about the

reproduction of this relationship in
America proper, would not be learned
by more. It is by way of this that shortly
after the refugees drowned, the govern
ment issued an order for the extradition
of the dead bodies back to Haiti, osten
sibly out of concern for the next of kin,
but actually because the U.S. sought to
bury the whole issue and the bodies,
too. One Haitian in Miami told the
RW: "When they're alive, they are sent
to Krome (detention center). Dead, they
still arrest the bodies."

Broward County Medical Examiner,
Dr. Robert Wright, who is annoyed
because the bodies washed up in his
county creating "one of the biggest
messes I've ever been involved in," has

an ax of his own to grind with his
superiors. In a rift with the State
Department, Wright said that even
chough he had dealt with groups of thir
ty or more Haitian bodies in the last
two years, "nobody has ever been in
terested. We haven't seen any en
thusiasm on the part of the State
Department before." This time, the
State Department was "enthusiastic."
The bodies were ultimately moved to
the "safety" o^a nearby military base
on Defense Department land, and plans

were made to move them from there to

Haiti.

But already, the streets of Miami's
Little Haiti had been seized by hun
dreds, perhaps thousands, of outraged
immigrants and others for three straight
nights following the deaths. Hundreds
had also gathered at the Haitian
Refugee Center for a mass meeting. The
people demanded thai the bodies be
released and buried in Miami. Nothing

was going to hide this crime. The cops
had come each night, but. keenly aware
of the anger boiling, had not moved
directly into Little Haiti. Instead, they
decided only to barricade off the nd'gh-
borhood—which borders on the

southeast corner of Liberty City—to in
coming traffic. In what Miami's police
chief claimed to be a totally unrelated
incident, the cops ran a concurrent
sweep of "criminal elements" In Liber
ty City.
The Haitian people were "very hot,

ready to right" as one of them describ
ed the sentiment, and the spontaneous
and explosive street demonstrations
aimed their fire at U.S. imperialism and
the regime of "Baby Doc" Duvalier.
The streets were filled with creoIe battle
songs! "Others who died, we'll fight
for them." Passionate political debates
raged in the crowds.
Adding fuel to the fire was other

news which swept through Miami.
Several imprisoned Haitians who had
been on the same boat as the 33 who
drowned but had escaped the same fate,
told of two U.S. ships that had seen
their boat in distress, but had sailed on
by. And, it became known that on the

same day as the drownings, a boat of
refugees leaving Haiti was picked up by
a U.S.Coast Guard ship patrolling the
Haitian coast. No word of this boat has
been heard since. Not one of the
possibly dozens of refugees on this boat
has been located by family members in
Haiti who are searching for them. At
least 20 Haitians are known to have
been arrested in Haiti by the Ton Ton
Macoutes for protesting this incident.
The U.S. government was eventually

forced to partially concede to the de
mand for a funeral in Miami. Ten of
the bodies were released and three im
prisoned relatives were allowed to at
tend the funeral. On Friday night, Oc
tober 30, a memorial was held at the

Caleb Community Center in the heart
of Liberty City. Over 1,000
people—mostly from Liberty
.City—met in militant solidarity with the
Haitian refugees. Dick Gregory flew to
Miami to sneak at this as well as the
funeral the next morning. There were

also reports of at least 2,000 people
gathering In Haiti itself for the funeral
of the other 23 refugees whose bodies
were sent back, it was said that many
came from the most remote parts of the
country to attend.

In Miami, as hundreds of refugees
made their way to the funeral in deep
mourning for the victims of the hated Du
valier regime, the hated U.S. media hacks
swarmed over some mourners, snapping
pictures in utter contempt of Haitian
custom. These reporters failed to notice
how close they came to inciting the
wrath of the crowd. With bitter
irony an unknown individual played a
well-known anthem on the chimes in
the church tower: "my country 'tis of
thee, sweet land of liberty, of thee I
sing..."
At the gravesiie, a Haitian spoke to the

RfVof his resolve:' 'Too many have died.
Haitian people need liberation. .'.We
need revolution in Haitil" □
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Above, an aerial photo ol WW2 barracks in the U.S. Army's Fort Drum, near
Watertown, N.Y.. where the government has decided to Imprison Haitian and
Cuban refugees. Described as "the closest thing the U.S. has to Siberia"—one of
the coldest places in the continental U.S.—its '30" temperatures are matched by
annual snowfalls over 12 ft. It took nearly six months to settle on this location,
which the Departments of Justice, Defense and Health and Human Services
agreed "met the key criteria, including capacity, availability and minimal Impact
on defense operations." An air force base In frigid. Isolated fvlontana was the
original site selected before this one was decided on. No doubt it the refugees

had been Eskimos they'd have been locked up somewhere In the tropics. Fort
Drum Is 30 miles from the Canadian border. Perhaps the U.S. hopes that In these
circumstances the refugees will make a break for Canada and Us French-
speaking areas. The revolutionary proletariat in the U.S. would we/come Into Its
midst these contingents who have seen Imperialism In a broad way and from the
bottom and have demonstrated their willingness to rebel against It. But If it
should happen that they bring this experience and Us rich revolutionary potential
with them to Canada Instead; speaking from the point of view of proletarian Inter
nationalism that would also be excellent.
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Statement from the
Central Committee
of the RCP, USA
on the Death
of Comrade
Suleyman Cihan

The news ihai Comrade SUleyman Cihan has been murdered by the
military junra in Turkey fills us with sorrow and anger—all the more so
since this junta rules at the behest of the U.S. ruling class.

Over tlie years of its revolutionary work the Communist Party of
Turkey Mandst-Leninisi has given many martyrs to the revolutionary
cause, including its founder and first chairman. Ibrahim Kaypakkaya.
Today the situation in Turkey has become a very sharp expression of the
worldwide crisis of imperialism, which has driven the U.S. and its bloc to
evermore frenzied attempts to tighten their grip on Turkey, against
revolution and in preparation for the inter-imperialist world war which is
the only way out for them. These increasingly favorable conditions for
revolution make the death of this leading comrade all the more grievous
for ail the international revolutionary proletariat. But this is also what
gives so much significance to Comrade Cihan's revolutionary stand in the
face of death and over two months of torture which failed to break him.
With this unyielding courage based on a Marxist-Leninist line and a firm
understanding of the international proletariat's historic mission, the
revolutionary forces can overcome their losses and make very great ad
vances in the rising storms which are already breaking in Turkey and
other places.

In the face of Comrade Cihan's murder and proletarian example, our
grief is vay deep and the strength forged from it all the stronger.

Central Committee
RCP. USA

J

L

Comrade Siileyman Cihan,
Revolutionary

Communist Leader,

Murdered In Turkey

Continued from page I

occupied the Turkish consulate in Co
logne, West Germany, an action which
helped break through the press black
out abroad and the Junta's press censor
ship inside Turkey itself. This takeover
was also in support of a hunger strike of
over 500 revolutionary political prison
ers in Turkey, led by sympathizers of
the TKPML, which had begun in July
and lasted about seven weeks, deliver
ing a very powerful political blow to the
junta and its imperialist backers. The
hunger strike also inspired the largest
street demonstration since the coup
which brought the junta to power last
year, as 1000 people demonstrated out
side Mamak mUitary prison in Ankara.

This developing struck, led by the
TKPML and sympathizers, made the
junta more desperate than ever to crush
the party and to murder its leaders
once they were in their clutches. In re
cent months the junta has reportedly
been concentrating its efforts in trying
to smash the TKPML, which they have
admitted is still able to circulate its
underground press inside the country.
Raids have stepped up; the junta has
recently arrested 26 alleged members of
the TKPML. Today there are over 1000
members and sympathizers of the
TKPML in the military prisons, where
they; along with about 100,tXX) other
imprisoned revolutionaries and pro
gressives, are awaiting trial or sentenc
ing on charged such as engaging in
''subversion" or "terrorism." Another

indication of the seriousness with which
the junta is taking the revolutionary
forces inside Turkey is the news that
it has been conducting a large-scale
counter-insurgency operation in
Kurdish-speaking eastern Turkey since
September 5, occupying villages and at
tempting to uproot the popular support
for revolutionary groups in the areas
where guerrilla warfare has been devel
oping.

Ail of this flies in the face of the jun
ta's repeated claims that they have erad
icated "left-wing terrorism" since their
coup last September. In fact this Is but
one element in the web of lies spun by
the Western media about the junta,
which goes something like this: General
Evrcn and the other U.S.-tralned gene
rals on Turkey's "National Security
Council" are a benevolent "middle
force" which decided it was their pa
triotic duty to stop the fighting between
the Left and Right and to restore law
and order in Turkey, gaining the over
whelming support of the people in
Turkey in the process.
The coup in Turkey which brought in

the military junta a year ago last Sep
tember had "made in America" written
all over it. In fact, the coup was an
nounced by the Stale Dept. in Washing
ton, D.C. before it was even completed
in Turkey. Clearly the U.S. wasn't sur
prised because the commander of Tur
key's Air Force, Gen. Tahsin Sahinka-
ya, who became a leading member of
the junta, had returned from consuUa-

Declaration from the

Solidarity Committee
to Save the Life of

Suleyman Cihan

SQIeyman Cihan has been murdered In the torture chambers
of (he fascist Junta
To (he Progressive Democratic Public, To All Who Are Against Torture!

•••••

In our previous statement we have reported that SUleyman Cihan was
arrested on the Ist of,August. The fascist junta dragged him into the tor
ture chambers with the purpose of murdering him.

We have called on all democratic organizations and on the general
public to take a stand against this base intention of murder, The
courageous son of the people of Turkey, SUleyman Cihan, who endured
an unbelievable amount of torture since the 1st of August, was viciously
murdered on the 20th of October.

Both the family and the children of this courageous revolutio'nary
who was wanted by the Fascist junta as "the head of the TKPML" were
arrested numerous times and then brutally tortured. There has been no
explanation of this arrest since the time SUleyman Cihan was swooped up
on the 1st of August in Istanbul as he went out into the streets. His
family also did not hear one bit of information concerning his
whereabouts since then. To this day, there has been no explanation given
despite the fact that letters from Amnesty International, various unions,
democratic organizations and hundreds of democrats have been sent to
the junta demanding a statement about the whereabouts of SUleyman
Cihan.

These sadistic executioners suffered a bitter defeat because of the
stand of this courageous revolutionary. They ultimately were forced to
murder him because SUleyman Cihan refused to break under the mer
ciless and brutal torture methods of the blood-soaked fascists. The fascist
torture specialists had to face up to the fact once again that their most
modem torture instruments and their base methods that they use against
the revolution cannot stand up to an unbreakable faith and loyalty to the
masses.

Even though the blood-soaked generals of the fascist junta have often
blabbered statements like "There is no torture," over 50 revolutionaries
and democrats have been murdered, and hundreds more crippled, in the
torture chambers over the past year. The execution of SUleyman Cihan
has proven once again that the words of the fascist generals are nothing
but demogogy, while in reality they do not shy away from any form of
vidousness and brutality.

The fascist junta, which has refused to even make any statement
about the murder of SUleyman Cilian, does not want to even turn his
body over to his famUy. It is possible that he will be buried in a military
cemetery.

In August we formed the "Solidarity Committee to Save the Life of
SUleyman Cihan" and we initiated a number of aaions in solidarity with
this courageous revolutionary. Our hate for the fascist junta and their
torture has increased a thousand times through his execution. We are
determined to turn this rage into solidarity actions for ail political
prisoners.

SUleyman Cihan is Immortall
Unite to Fight Against Torture and Execution!
Down With the Fascisf Junta!

Protest against the murder of SUleyman CibanI Send protest
telegrams and letters to:

Milli GUvenlik Konseye
Gene! Sekreterligine
Ankara, Turkey

Send also solidarity messages for SUleyman Cihan, who was murdered
by torture, and for all imprisoned freedom fighters, to;

Solidarity Committee to Save the Life of SUleyman Cihan
c/o I. Demirtas
Postfach 120124

6100 Darmstadt

West Germany

Solidarity Committee to Save the Life of SUleyman Cihan
October 25, 1981

(translated from German by the WO

lions with top-level U.S. military offi
cials just before the tanks rolled out.
The U.S.-bloc imperialists had already
pumped billion."! of dollars and marks
into Turkey in the 1970s, and with Tur
key's 25 U.S. military bases and
intelligence-gathering posts near the
Soviet border looming more important
than ever in the strategic calculations of
U.S. and NATO war planners, a few
squabbles within Turkey's ruling class
could hardly be allowed to .stand in the
way of the really important job of "se
curing" the country against its own

• people.
The truth about the junta's "even-

handedness" and "above the Right and
the Left" was well illustrated when,_
Just a few days after the murder
of Comrade Cihan, former Prime Min
ister Bulert Ecevit, a social democrat
who governed in the 1970s and who

may yet again prove useful to the impe
rialists in the future, denounced the
junta angrily and in public (for leaving
him temporarily unemployed by ban
ning all political parties). As a punish-
' ment he was given a stern warning and
threatened with a few months of deten

tion. The action against Ecevit prompt
ed a few squeaks in the Western press
about the junta "dragging its feet" a
little on its promise to "restore demo
cracy," but no wider criticism.
Of the murder of SUleyman Cihan,

who had been hunted down since 1974

by both the junta and the "democracy"
it replaced last year, the U.S. press had
not a word to say.
But the masses in Turkey and the rev

olutionary proletariat of the whole
world will have plenty to say about it.
In fact, these dogs will never hear the
cndofit. □
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Mao Defendants' Hearing
On November 5fh, Washington D.C.

Superior Court Judge Ughasi announc
ed that the upcoming November 16
hearing in the railroad of Bob Avakian
and the Mao Tseiung Defendants had
been postponed until January 20. The
hearing had been scheduled to formally
decide whether or not a crucial pre-trial
hearing on a motion to dismiss the in
dictments would be held. This post
ponement follows an October 2 pro
secution motion that those pre-trial
dismissal hearings not be held at all.

Meanwhile, on October 26ih the pro
secution filed a "demand for written
proffer of alibi defense," a document
demanding that the defendants inform
the prosecution about whether or not
they, are planning to use an alibi as part
of their defense. According to this new
document the "scene of the crime" is
now defined as everywhere from the
church where the January 29, 1979 rally

Postponed
against Deng Xiaoping was held prior
to the demonstration and the entire

march route as well as the scene of the
actual police attack on the demonstra
tion itself. In essence the very introduc
tion of this demand is a bald attempt by
the prosecution Co buttress their joint
enterprise theory of prosecution focus
ed on RCP Chairman Bob Avakian.
At the same lime the ruling class is

continuing to hold back on delivering
any of the material documenting the
government's electronic surveillance of
the Revolutionary Communist Party,
the Mao Defendants and Bob Avakian.
Originally ordered to turn over this
material on December 5, 1979 and
again ordered on October 2, 198! to
come up with it, the prosecution then

assured the defendants that it would be
available to them within 2 weeks. The

prosecution has now informed the court
that this material "should be available
in November." To date, the defendants
have received absolutely nothing, The
hesitation of the ruling class,in releasing
this material is quite understandable
since it involves a major risk for them
and will significantly strengthen the
defendants' ability to carry out the bat
tle as well as contribute to Bob
Avakian's demand for political refugee
status in France.

Already tens of thousands of copies
of a brochure on the case written by the
Committee to Free the Mao Tsetung
Defendants have been distributed na

tionwide and requests for the brochure

have come in from places where there
are currently no functioning commit
tees, including abroad. The Committee
has also begun to produce a trial
bulletin which will keep thousands of
people regularly informed about
developments in the battle. Affidavits
are being contributed by a number of
politically active and prominent at
torneys (including the president of the
California Attorneys for Criminal
Justice) who, based on their experience
from previous political trials, have
challenged the unprecedented attempt
by the ruling class to block the pretrial
hearings and have cited the critical im
portance of these hearings in political
t_rials. In Washington, D.C., as well as
fn a number of other cities, supporters
of the case have taken up the struggle to
break through the press blackouts. □

Courts Hold Mao Defendant's
The calculated sadism and political

content of the courts' "concern" for
the 10-year-old daughter of Mao
Tsetung Defendant Tina Fishman has
become increasingly blatant in recent
developments, as the question of the
girl's custody has openly been used to
threaten and interrogate her mother.

On August 29, a California court
removed the daughter from Tina's
custody on the basis of her "being
preoccupied with interests other than
parenting"—in other words, in retribu
tion for her association with the RCP,
which was declared to constitute
"neglect" of her daughter, when ob
viously she should have confined
herself lo the motherhood, housework
and hymns appropriate for a woman.
(See RW No. 120.) Tina's political ac
tivity was declared to constitute an
"emergency" which required that the
child be removed from her hands.

Following this Tina was given super
vised visitation rights. Dangling this
"privilege" before and after her first
such visit Tina was literally interrogated
by a San Mateo County probation of
ficer, whose main concern was the
RCP: "You are the second in command
of the RCP, aren't you? And if you are

not, who is?" Flaunting a certain
familiarity with the government's at
tempts to railroad the RCP Chairman
and the Mao Defendants, he insinuated
that Tina was planning to take her
daughter and join Bob Avakian in
France. There was also an open threat
to take away her visitation rights as the
probation officer hammered away at
the accusation that Tina wanted to see
her daughter in order to take her and
"go underground." Just in case the
"concerned" probation officer's
sincerity in seeking information be
mistaken for spontaneous sadism, he
then attempted lo set up another inter
rogation session with the people Tina
had been staying with in California.

On November 4, after this revealing
display. Judge James L. Browning (the
former prosecuting attorney in the Pat
ty Hearst/SLA case) convened another
court session in the case. The purpose
of this hearing was to allow Tina to
enter her testimony into the court
record, since she had been physically
unable to attend the original hearing.
During this, both the determination of
the ruling class to pursue this attack and
the heal it is facing in doing so stood
out sharply. Prior to convening the

hearing. Browning announced that
Tina could say what she wanted but it
really wouldn't make a bit of difference
since he was definitely not going to
change his mind and would without a
doubt uphold his previous decision. In
addition to being an interesting com
ment on bourgeois justice (a not too
subtle hint that was immediately picked
up by Tina's ex-husband and his lawyer
who refused to say a word to refute her
testimony), this statement is a clear
reflection of the fact that there are
definitely bigger forces v.'ith bigger in
terests at work here. On the other hand,
the contradictions the ruling class is
running into in pursuing this attack
were also sharply revealed. At the hear
ing's end, silling behind a pile of
telegrams denouncing the August court
decision. Judge Browning disqualified
himself from any further action in the
case^ stating "maybe I'm too close to
the case."

The case itself has received relatively
widespread press coverage throughout
the country. In each of these articles
Tina's ex-husband is quoted extensively
attacking the RCP and Tina's political
activities. This attempt to create some
public opinion against the RCP, the

Daughter
Hostage
Mao Defendants and Bob Avakian
(particularly given the almost three-year
press blackout concerning the Mao
Defendants' case) is linked to a
wholesale attack on the very idea of
women becoming revolutionaries, in
cluding headlines like "You Want A
Revolution? Do It Yourself," and
quotes about the "detrimental" effects
of political activity on the "norms" of
womanhood, that is, a life within the
walls of the kitchen and bedroom.

At this point Tina's daughter is still
in the custody of her ex-husband pend
ing both an appeal of the August court
decision and a permanent custody hear
ing. The Committee to Free the Mao
Tsetung Defendants is urging people to
continue lo send funds to cover the
legal expense of the battle and to send
statements denouncing this political
kidnapping to the Committee to Free
the Mao Tseiung Defendants, ! 801 Col
umbia Road Northwest, Washington,
D.C. 20009. □

Conquer the World?
The international Proletariat

Must and Will.

In past weeks, we have run short excerpts
from a recent major talk by Bob Avakian in which he
explores both historical perspectives on the experience of
the world proletarian revolution and also the approaching
conjuncture and the tasks it poses, The complete text of this
important document is now in the final stages of
preparation for publishing as a special issue of Revolution
magazine.

Costs of production of this issue of Revolution wilt be
S5CXDO totoi for English end Spanish editions. Special
donations may now be given to assist us In seizing the
opportunity very soon to hove this important theoreticai
work printed and distributed In the U.S. and internationdiy,
Watch the RW for the publication date.

Send donations and advance orders ($2.00 plus 75® postage)
RCP Publications, P.O. Box 3486

Merctiandlse Mart. Chicago, IL 60654
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V.'A

1)1 RW 9[ (February 6. 1981) we call
ed on revolutionary-minded ariisis and
others to debate within the pages of the
paper the role of the playwright Berioll
Brechi—to contribute to an evaluation
of his works and theories. Brechi wrote
during the criticalyears surrounding the
last world war, associating himself with
communism and struggling to apply
.Marxism to the creation of revolu
tionary art. Today, as we approach
another such critical juncture, his
works are being widely performed and
his methods and theories are being hot
ly discussed. The questions involved are
far from resolved, either broadly or
among communists and revolu
tionaries. AI the heart of the struggle
around Brecht He overall questions of
revolution vs. revisionism, particularly
as applied in the sphere of art and
literature. Such an evaluation necessari

ly confronts, for instance, the matter of
the Popular From pursued by the inter
national communist movement during
the period he wrote, and the legacy of
that line today as it applies to the strug
gle in the cultural arena.
We urge those of you who are involv

ed in doing Brecht or grappling with
questions of revolutionary an and
poliiics to assist in this evaluation. For
earlier conirihtilions, please see RW5
No. 99. tOl. 104. 116 am! 122. Follow
ing is the most recent contribution to
this debate.

* » * # *

The following essay rvas written by
Hawrey Sarkawt, a researcher on social
ist literary theory from Iraqi Kurdeslan,
as part of a larger investigation into the
development of socialist literary theory
and cultural revolution, and contribut
ed to the R W in ihe belief that it will be
a helpful comribuiion to the debate.

A NOTE ON BRECHT

One way of discussing Brecht's dra
matic theory and his aesthetics general
ly is to draw up a balance sheet of its
contributions versus its fallacies, to set
the positives against the negatives. This
wc can only do in passing, although a
fuH-length treatment of Brecht might
have to go into it in detail. A more
revealing way of approaching Brecht,
which is the method we are going to
follow here, is to single out the key to
his aesthetic outlook and 10 discuss the
foundations on which it rests.
Take, for example, Brecht's restate

ment of the classic Marxist analysis of
the position of the intellectual and the
artist in capitalist society. He poses the
old dilemma in terms of a need for ren
ovating the very instruments of culture,
and in a manner thai is strikingly sitni-
iar.to the cultural revolutionary practi
ces and principles discussed itj the body
of this work. Brecht's argument is that
the subordination of the intellectual
and the artist as individuals to the capi
talist system manifcst.s itself also as
their subordination to the whole cultu
ral apparatus. He explains: "Great ap-
parati like the opera, the stage, the
press, etc., impose their views as it were
incognito. For a long time now they
have taken the handiwork (music, writ
ing, oritidsm, etc,) of intellectuals...
Md processed it to make fodder for
their public entertainment machine,
judging it by their own siandard.s arid
guiding it into their own channels".'

The non-recognition of this central fact
is at the root of the imeliectual's cha
racteristically false sense of freedom.
"For by imagining that they have got
hold of an apparatus which in fact has
got hold of them they are supporting an
apparatus which is out of their control,
which is no longer (as they believe) a
means of furthering output but has be
come an obstacle to output, and specifi
cally to their own output as soon as it
follows a new and original course which
the apparatus finds awkward or oppos
ed to its own aims".' The attempts of
the avant-garde to produce creatively,
Brecht continues, are bound to fail so
long as they regard themselves as "free
inventors" in complete control of their
cultural medium. Only the recognition
of their actual enslavement to the appa
ratus can be the first step in achieving
their actual freedom. For such a recog
nition to be complete it will entail
naturally the understanding of the false
independence of the whole petty bour
geois class position (being in actuality
either a drugged subordination to the
capitalist ruling class or a conscious
alliance with the proletariat).
For Brecht then the intellectual's di

lemma is not the problem of so-called
artistic freedom that has been the hall

mark of both the old bourgeois aesthe
tics as well as the modern revisionist

varieties. Here again he restates the
classic Marxist verdict that this freedom

is in fact a false Illusion and that it is be
ing eroded inevitably by the very devel
opment of capitalism itself. Therefore,
he can conclude rightly that: "And yet
to restrict the individual's freedom of
invention is in itself a progressive act.
The individual becomes increasingly
drawn into enormous events that are
going to change the world. No longer
can he simply 'express himself. He is
brought up short and put into a posi
tion where he can fulfil more genera!
tasks".'

Having proceeded from the correct
Marxist standpoint, Brecht here touch
es upon the key theme of the process of
the cultural revolution, namely that the
socialist transformation of society en
tails not only changes in the relations of
production, but also the revolutioniza-
tion of the whole cultural superstruc
ture. This lies behind his acute under- -

standing not only of the need to trans
form what he called the apparati but
also of the inevitability of such trans
formations once they are liberated from
the laws .that govern capitalist produc
tion. Here his remarks on new cultural
media, like the film or radio, are parti
cularly pertinent. This, for example, is
bow he envisaged the transformation of
the radio as a medium in a passage that
deserves full quotation, being what can
be regarded as a good example of the
genuinely positive side of Brecht's for
malism; *

"As for the radio's object, I don't
think that it can consist merely in pretti
fying public life. Nor is radio in my
view an adequate means of bringing
back cosiness to the home and making
family life bearable again. But quite
apart from the dubiousness of its func
tions, radio is one-sided when it should
be two-. It is purely an apparatus for
distribution, for mere sharing, out. So
here is a positive suggestion: change this
apparatus over from distribution 10
communication. The radio would be
the finest possible comnuinication ap

paratus in public life, a vast network of
pipes. That is to say, it would be if it
knew how to receive as well as to trans
mit, how to let the listener speak as well
as hear, how to bring him into a rela
tionship instead of isolating him."'

Although not directly about drama,
this passage, I think, reveals something
that is basic to Brecht's aesthetic and

dramatic theory, namely, the insistence
on the need to renovate the literary, the
artistic and the cultural forms simulta
neously with the change in the contents
of these media that must follow or coin

cide with the general social transforma
tion. The understanding of this point is
essential for a sympathetic appreciation
of the whole Brechtean endeavor.
At the same time, without going into

Brecht's affinities with modernism in
general and with Dada, Expresrionism
and certain aspects of Nielzscheanism
in particular which lie outside the scope
of this essay, it is, in fact, this very for
malism—this insistence on the renova

tion of forms becoming one-sided to the
detriment of the renovation in the con
tent—that is the main repository of the
negative side of Brecht. It appears, for
example, in the excessive enthusia.sm of
that early essay on Shaw,' and the
specific nature of that enthusiasm
which defends Shaw's wit and vitality
regardless and at the expense of the.cor-
rectness of his views or his actions. "It
always and in ail circumstances seems
to me that the force of a statement is

more important than' its applicability,
and a man of stature than the trend of
his activities'" is the significant con
cluding sentence of that essay. And
when this formalism is supplemented by
a modish anti-heroism,' an abstract ra
tionalism' and an equally modish neo-
classicism,' the outlines of a total pic
ture of Brecht's modernism begin to
emerge. As we have said earlier, the
details of this picture will not be
discussed here. It is crucial, however, to
recognize Brecht's specific relationship
to modernism—his genuine attempts to
go beyond bourgeois modernism as well
as the permanent damage that modern
ism inflicted upon his work.
The rest of this essay will be concern

ed with the basic, philosophic founda
tion of Brecht's aesthetic theory. First
of all, there is the false dichotomy be
tween reason and emotion which Brecht
set up and which led his epistemology
into Che bourgeois rationalist, and ulti
mately idealist camp. The test of truth
is not reason or emotion—it is practice.
Ideas are formed by way of the senses
(and the emotions), but they remain in
complete until they are put to the test of
practice. In fact, practice comes before
theory, is always the basis of all theory,
although theory in turns acts back on
practice once it has been put to the test,
and so on. On the other hand, in addi
tion to the dependence on practice,
theories and idca.s or what Brecht calls
reason, are also dependent on the senses
(and the emotions) in that the latter are
the first stage in the process of know
ledge and, hence, in the process of the
formation of ideas. Materialist philoso
phy regards matter as primary. Ideas do
not originate from thin air, nor from a
primal God, they can never take prece
dence. They arc formed through the re
flection of the material world in the
human brain. The primitive, but essen
tial, first stage of this reflection can on
ly be through the senses (and their ac

companying emotions). Only then can
they pass to the brain which acts upon
them and changes them into ideas.

Brecht's abstract rationalism—the
kind of rationalism that does not accept
the relationship between the senses and
the emotions on the one hand and rea
son on the other, and does not under
stand the role of practice as the basis of
all ideas and the test of all theory—is
not materialist epistemology. It is an
idealist epistemology, a false reason,
that in reality covers up chaos and irra
tionality.
Even when this idealism is deepened

by the use of dialectics—it is still ideal
ist dialectics, a dialectics that has no
materialist basis, and, therefore, a one
sided, false and inverted dialectics.
This can-be seen in the same essay in

connection with Brecht's seemingly dia
lectical concept of character:
"Even when a character behaves by

contradictions that's only because no
body can be identically the same at two
unidentical moments. Changes in his
exterior continually lead to an inner
reshuffling. The continuity of the ego is
a myth. A man is an atom that perpe
tually breaks up and forms anew. We
have to show things as they are.'""
The philosophic fallacy here is that

Brecht does not see that just as abstract,
one-sided conlinuily-what he calls
"the continuity of the ego"—is a myth,
so is abstract, one-sided rf/sconiinuity.
While it is true that "nobody can be
Identically the same at two unidentical
moments", it is also true that nobody
can be entirely different at any two such
moments. The genuine contradiction
which Brecht fails to see is the dialecti

cal sequence of continuity followed by
discontinuity or co-existing with it. As
persons, we are never the same at diffe
rent times, and yet we can never be
completely different at any one time.
We are never the same person, i.e. we
change, and yet we are always the same
person, i.e., we cannot be someone else
(no room here for superman or for the
transmigration of soui-s). The contra
dictions are inside us, and it is the evo
lution of the internal contradiction that

draws the boundaries of continuity as
well as discontinuity of our character.
Furthermore, all contradictions—even

the contradictions inside the soul, so to
speak, i.e. the contradictions in the
ideas and the emotions that determine
personality—have a material basis.
They are determined by recognizable
material conditions which in turn change
in a dialectical and contradictory fash
ion, but never in a chaotic, totally dis
continuous way. In fact, it is only the
continuously comprehended nature of
the material world, Including man as
part of material nature, that determines
the laws of development of the subjec
tive domain.

Brecht's ultimately idealist and anti-
dialectical position is perhaps most
glaringly revealed in his diagrammatic
list of distinctions between what he call
ed "dramatic theatre" as opposed to
"epic'theatre". It docs not help matters
thai he adds in a footnote that his table
"does not show absolute antitheses but
mere .shifts of accent". The most im
portant, i.e. philosophical, items in his
list are, in fact, neither absolute anti
theses (Brecht seems to have realized
that this would in fact be a metaphysi
cal and idealist position) nor mere

Continued on page 13
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Coniinucd from page 1
Saudi plan, like many oiier similar ini
tiatives, attempts to defuse the Palestin
ian struggle by granting apparent "in
dependence and statehood." and iheti
to neutralize the Palestinians as a threa
tening political force by walling them
off and ringing their "state" with over
whelming and suffocating military
might. Israeli collaboration would be
indispensable to achieve either of these
goals.
The Saudi proposal is similar in con-

lent to the so-called European initiative
(also known as the Venice Declaration)
which has been floating around for over
a year now, and which represented an
attempt by the EEC (Common Market)
countries to inject them.selves into the
Middle East peace process in the hopes
of breaking the deadlock on the Pales
tinian question and providing an alter
native to the Camp David accords. The
Saudi plan is, however, more explicit on
certain points Che Europeans had left
vague. Where the Saudis call for an
"independent Palestinian state," the
Venice Declaration refers only to "self-
determination for the Palestinians."

Where the Saudi proposal envisions
East Jerusalem as the Palestinian capi
tal, the European initiative calls only
for "special status for all Jerusalem."
This means the Israelis would have to
abandon their attempts to make Jerusa
lem their own capital city, but would
also deny this privilege to any Palestin
ian entity.
There were several reasons for the

launching of a European initiative. On
the one hand, the interests of the West
EiTropean NATO bloc countries in Mid
dle Eastern affairs are in some ways
even more directly compelling than
those of the U.S.: Europe, for example,
is far more dependent on Middle East
oil than is the U.S. There has been
widespread dissatisfaction in Europe
with the U.S.-Egypt-Israel Camp David
approach; the principal objections are
that Camp David treats the Palestinian
question as a tangential matter, and
that other Arab states are frozen out of
the negotiations. The West European
imperialists fear, therefore, that Camp
David may fail, at least if it is not sup
plemented by other avenues for gather
ing up the PLO and other parties.
On the other hand, the European ini

tiative in many ways points up a "divi
sion of labor" between the U.S. and its
NATO allies in the conduct of Middle
East diplomacy: a policy of coordinated
action based on the theory that Europe
could ' 'deliver" the PLO to an eventual
settlement, while the U.S. "ddivers"
Israel.

But when the Saudis announced their
own initiative last August, key members
of the EEC moved swiftly to applaud
the plan and to stuff their own initiative
on the back burner. While the Saudi
plan was being given the ho-hum treat
ment in Washington and mysteriously
passed over by the U.S. press, French
president Francois Miiierand paid a
state visit to &udi Arabia and pro
nounced the plan "a good basis from
which to launch a new search for
peace." Miuerand, whose Socialist
Party has been and remains highly sym
pathetic to Israel, stressed (according to
the magazine Eight Days) that "This
did not mean he was changing one
friendship for another. 'I am simply
enlarging the field of France's foreign
relations,' he said."
Then in mid-Octobcr. Lord Carring-

ton, the British Foreign Secretary and
the Chairman of the Council of EEC
foreign ministers, expressed Britain's
own interest in the Saudi plan and an
nounced plans for a visit to Riyadh to
hold detailed discussions with Prince
Fahd.
Meanwhile, the Saudi plan had ac

crued further credibility through state
ments of support from the pro-Western
majority of the Arab League, and con
sciously favorable remarks by Yassir
Arafat and other PLO spokesmen.

Until this recent initiative, Saudi Ara
bia had steered clear of any hard diplo
matic commitments in the "quest for a
comprehensive peace," fearing the like
lihood of ending up stepping on every
body's toes and further endangering its
own stability, while reaping no positive
results. Prince Fahd's donning of the

mantle of great statesman, therefore,
initially surprised many observers. It is
unlikely, however, that the prince de
cided to assume this role without plenty
of advance consultation with both Eu

ropean and U.S. imperialism.
Therefore, the apparent early shrugs

with which the U.S. State Dept. greeted
the plan were not to be taken at face
value. There were certain diplomatic
reasons for this public reaction. For ex
ample, when tlie plan was first an
nounced, Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat was in Washington holding dis
cussions with President Reagan.
Sadat's political desperation was evi
dent during his U.S. visit, especially
when he made an unusual public appeal
to Reagan to allow PLO participation
in the Camp David process. This appeal
was rejected; but on the other hand, the
U.S. could hardly heap praises on the
Saudi initiative white Sadat, whose poli
tical career (to understate the matter)
depended entirely on Camp David, was
in Washington—or, for that matter,
still cluttering up the political scene.
But that obstacle, as everybody knows,
has since been removed.

A further reason for the circumspect
U.S. response to Prince Fahd's plan
was the outstanding issue of the pro
posed U.S. sale of five AWACS to the
Saudis. It would not have done to pro
mote the Saudi proposal during the
AWACS flap, in which the Reagan ad
ministration had to deal with charges
that AWACS might endanger the secu
rity of Israel, and that too much em
phasis was being placed on the "Saudi
relationship" at any rate. The timing of
Reagan's "discovery" of the Saudi plan
—two days after the defeat of Senate
efforts to bloc the AWACS deal—was
therefore not accidental.
Now, the special significance of the

Saudi initiative does not lie in any of its
substantive positions, but in a vague
sentence which calls for "guarantee of
(he right of all states in the region to live
in peace." This is intended as a tacit
recognition of the stale of Israel. Its
significance lies, first, in the fact that
the Saudis are advancing the proposal,
as opposed to Europe or the U.S.: thus
a prestigious Arab government outside
the Camp David "framework" is indi
rectly recognizing the "Zionist entity"
and conceding its right to exist. Fur
thermore, the wording is intentionally
vague, in order to allow other Arab po
litical forces, including the PLO, to en
dorse the plan, and thus tacitly and in
directly endorse the existence of Israel,
while still being able to deny ever hav
ing explicitly said or endorsed any such
thing.

Yassir Arafat, the head of the PLO,
has made good use of this feature of the
Saudi plan. The N. Y. Times dispatch of
October 30, to give Just one of several
examples, reads: .Yassir Arafat...
said here today that he welcomed the
peace plaii proposed by Crown Prince
Fahd of Saudi Arabia because it calls-
for 'coexistence' between Israel and the
Arabs.
"The PLO leader's remarks in an in

terview published here came amid a re
surgence of interest in the Saudi plan
... but Mr. Arafat again would not say
directly that he would acknowledge the
existence oflsrael."

While the Saudi plan makes no direct
reference to the PLO, Prince Fahd stat
ed on November 2 that "There is no
peace without the Palestinian people,
and there is no Palestinian state without
the PLO." These remarks are in part
designed to counter expected opposi
tion to the plan from Syria and other
so-called rejectionists—tliose who claim
to be opposed to compromise of any
kind with Israel—at an upcoming Arab
League summit scheduled for late No
vember. But it is also clear that the pro
posal is designed with the objective of
roping in the PLO and giving it a pow
erful stake in collaborating with West
ern imperialism and its Arab partners.
It appears that Arafat and other top
PLO leaders are, at the very least, keep
ing their options wide open in this re-
gard.

It is important to note that the Soviet
Union has indicated informally that
"Moscow is prepared to go along" with
the Saudi plan. Soviet diplomacy in the
Middle East has been marked in recent
limes by a low-key approach aimed at
increasing lies and influence with the
"conservative" Arab stales, including

Saudi Arabia, as well as consolidating
its own client regimes into a military
alliance capable of projecting Soviet
power. The main Soviet lobbying effort
has been on behalf of convening an "in
ternational conference" which would

include the PLO—and the Soviets—as
full working participants. This plan re
flects Soviet annoyance at having been
-frozen out of much of the diplomatic
jockeying by the U.S. over the past de
cade. But the Saudi proposal, which
does imply PLO leadership of any Pa
lestinian state, is appealing to the So
viets as a means of extending their Own
infiuence in the region. During Arafat's
recent trip to Moscow, a press release
was written up by the Soviets which said
in pan: "Leonid Brezhnev and Yassir
Arafat resolutely rejected the attempts
made by the participants in the Camp
David deal to substitute talk about so-

called 'autonomy for the Palestinians'
for the solution of the fundamental
issue, namely, granting the Arab people
of Palestine the right to exercise their
legitimate right to self-determination
and national statehood." This fits fine
with the Saudi plan, although the So
viets are obviously coming from a diffe
rent direction, i.e.. their own interests
in the area. And the extent to which any
cheap demagogue can defend "self-de-
termination" is illustrated by the fact
that it is exactly under this banner that
the Soviets arc fighting the people of
Afghanistan!
President Reagan's first favorable

comments on the Saudi plan, which
were made at his October 30 press con
ference, were followed in short order by
new squeals of rage from Israel. Prime
Minister Menachem Begin referred to
the plan as "a plan on how to liquidate
Israel." In a speech to the Israeli parlia
ment on November 2, he made a
number of unflattering remarks about
Prince Fahd, and again called Saudi
Arabia "a petrodollar desert state
where the darkness of the Middle Ages
reigns." Meanwhile, the U.S. State
Dept. followed up on Reagan's press
conference with a partial' backtrack;
reiterating the U.S. contention that
Camp David remains the basis for any
peace settlement, and declaring that
there were "a number of problems"
with the Saudi plan.

All tliis came on the eve of Lord Car-
ringlon's scheduled visit to Riyadh.
During his meetings with Prince Fahd,
Yassir Arafat also put in several ap
pearances, and Carrington made a
number of strong statements support
ing the Saudi plan as a "strong basis for
steps forward," and insisting that the-
PLO be "associated" with any peace
agreement.

Carrington also linked the willingness
of Britain and other EEC countries to
participate in the planned multilateral
peacekeeping force in the Sinai, which
is supposed to take up positions follow
ing the Israeli withdrawal in April 1982,
with the granting of a role for the PLO
in the negotiations.
The vigor of Carrington's remarks

drew a further round of abuse from
Israel. Begin on November 5 issued a
warning that Israel would not allow the
EEC countries to participate in the
peacekeeping force unless they fully en
dorsed the Camp David accords and
dropped their calls for including the
PLO in negotiations.
Then U.S. Secretary of Stale Alexan

der Haig got into the act, leaking to the
press the news that he had met with Bri
tain's ambassador to the U.S., Sir Ni
cholas Henderson, and had strongly
protested Carrington's siaiements en
dorsing the Saudi plan and the PLO.
Haig also met with leaders of major
American Jewish organizations and
told him he had urged Lord Carrington
to "cool it." According to the leaked
transcript of the session, which ap
peared in the N. Y. Times on November
6, Haig told the Zionist lobbyists that

.1 would su.spect that if Mr. Car
rington had to carry the burden of Pre
sident Reagan of being held responsible
in practical terms by international
world opinion for the outcome of ihis
very difficult situation that he might be
more circumspect with his adjectival
pronouncements."

Secretary Haig h frequently assigned,
or a-ssigns himself, the role of appeasing
Israeli and American Zionist opinion
during periods of heavy tension, such
as that which followed U.S. criticism of

Israel's air raid on Beirut. While it is
likely that the U.S. was not entirely
happy with, the strong and unambi
guous character of Carrington's re-
.marks—such as his statement that 'tl
make no apology for my firm belief
that no good will come of pretending
that the PLO can be ignored, or that
they do not have a very wide measure of
support among the Palestinians, both
inside the occupied territories and else
where"—it is also true that the freer
rein available to European diplomacy in
the region is very useful to the U.S. in
its long-range calculations.
U.S. policy in the matter of Middle

East "peace negotiations," while cer
tainly vaciilaiion and- uncertainty can be
perceived, is not really a matter of flip-
flops so much as a necessary and inten
tional ambiguity imposed by circum
stances. The U.S. can neither junk
Camp David nor solve the crisis in rela
tions between the Arabs and. Israel
within Us framework. The U.S. objec
tive, of course, is not "Middle East
peace" or "justice for all parties in this
painful conflict," etc., but the forging
of a strategic consensus with Israel as its
leading componeht, which will unite the
Arab regimes into a military and politi
cal alliance as part of the U.S. bloc in
preparation for war with the Soviet
Union. In this light, the U.S. cannot—
and certainly does not intend to—fun
damentally alienate Israel or really
"jeopardize Israel's security" in its at
tempt to reconcile Arab concerns; but
neilher can it dismiss the agenda of the
bourgeois Arab regimes in deference to
every plank of Prime Minister Bcgin's
expansionist policies, because of prob
lems these policies create for the Arab
regimes internally, among other rea
sons. And against the international
backdrop of global and regional rivalry
by contending imperialist blocs—the
overall determining and defining issue
—there is a salient point of agreement
among those in the Western alliance
concerning the Palestinians: the Pales
tinians are a threat that must somehow
be defused or crushed or both. The dif
ferences, serious as they are, arise over
what combination of coercive terror
and "concessions" or bdy-'bffs should
be applied.

Given the contradictory dynamic of
the U.S. approach, it was not too sur
prising that Reagan's cautiously favor
able remarks about the Saudi plan of
October 30 were followed by State
Dept. backtracking and the U.S. pro
tests to Britain. Nor was it too surpris
ing that this period of retreat was fol
lowed by yet another Reagan press con
ference on November 10, in which, as
the headline in the Times put it, "Rea
gan Again Praises Saudi Plan, Says It
Shows Willingness To Talk."

"President Reagan," the Times' lead
stated, "renewed his praise today for
aspects of a Saudi peace plan that Israel
has already totally rejected as imperil
ing its existence.
"The President's comments about

the eight-point plan.. .seemed to com
plicate administration efforts to calm
Israeli concerns that the United States
was favoring the Saudi plan at the ex
pense of the Camp David accords of
1978." The Times also noted that "...
only after a reporter asked a follow-up
question did Mr. Reagan speak of the
Camp David accords—"

It is by now common to observe appa
rent U.S. "jolts," first to the Arabs and
then to the Israelis, accompanied by the
appropriate expressions of glee or out
rage, depending on which side is of
fended and which i^ placated by any
particular U.S. move. U.S. imperial
ism is. of course, acting in the basic in
terests of nobody but itself. But the dif
ficulty faced by the U.S. in forging a
"strategic consensus" in the Middle
East lies in the fact that many contra
dictions arc presently coming to a head.
The immediate disposition of the Saudi
plan—whether things are left on the
present level to stew for a while or whe
ther yet another "diplomatic break-
jlirough" is in the works—remains to
be seen. But imperialism—in any form—
will not "solve" the question of Pales
tine, and the Palestinian people will re
main a bone in the throat of the impe
rialists. Experience with previous "dip
lomatic breakthroughs" such as Camp
David indicates that .sooner or later the
supposedly "solved" contradictions re-
as.scrl themselves with redoubled fury.
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Sudan and the

Hair of the Dog
that Bit Egypt

p»-.

One of ihe very few Arab leaders to
even attend the funeral of the unla-

mcntcd Anwar Sadat was the neighbor
ing Sudanis General Jaafar Nimeiry.
His lonely presence symbolized not only
Egypt's long-standing domination of
Sudanese politics, but also the fact that
Sudan, too, is a very weak link in the
anti-Soviet "strategic alliance" the
U.S. is trying to forge in the Middle
East.

Taking measures to bolster Nimeiry
in the wake of the popular upheaval in
Egypt following Sadat's assassination,
the U.S. revealed the recent presence in
Sudan of a heretofore secret U.S. train
ing mission and announced the emer
gency shipment of 20 M-60 tanks,
12 i55-mm. howitzers, and several F5
aircraft, citing an alleged Libyan inva
sion threat. Yet a more candid expres
sion of concern by U.S. imperialism
was expressed in a recent N. Y. Times
editorial which accurately described
Sudan as "economically stricken and
politically unsteady."
With almost a million square miles,

Sudan is the largest country in Africa
and is populated by Arabs in the north
and black .Africans in the south. The
Sudan controls the headwaters of the
Nile River upon which Egypt is totally
dependent, and is itself sandwiched be
tween Chad—wracked by a civil war
whose sides are sponsored by the rival
imperialist blocs—and Ethiopia, burst
ing with revolution. The instability of
the Nimeiry government, which in the
shifting alliances of superpower
contention was only recently allied w,ith
the rival Soviets, and which has been
the target of 15 coup attempts since
1969, is once again giving Washington
nightmares.
The desperateness of the situation

was marked by last week's decision of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
to grant Sudan an emergency loan of
over S200 million to meet immediate
foreign payments and prevent the com
plete cutoff of vital food and oil im
ports. Vet this action is at best an ex
tremely temporary measure, since
Sudan is currently in default on S3 bil
lion in foreign loans. Sudan has now
borrowed up to its limit with the IMF,
is receiving S300 million this year from
the Saudis, another $200 million from
the World Bank and UN funds for se
verely underdeveloped couniries, and
$100 million from the U.S. in economic
aid. Yet it has been unable to even make
the interest payments on its massive fo
reign debt since 1978. But because of
the strategic jlroximiiy of Sudan to both
Egypt and the Horn of Africa, Sudan's
foreign a.ssets have not been seized by
creditors, arid private banks are being
pressured to "reschedule" Sudan's debt
payments.
The willingness of the vulture-like

Western bankers to "manage" Sudan's
debt problems should not be mistaken,
however, for any compassion on their
pan for the suffering of the Sudanese
mas-ses. It is. rather, a hard-nosed cal
culation on their part to balance their
necessity to recover and expand capital
Investments against their strategic inte
rests in preserving a pro-Western gov
ernment in Sudan—and the ones who
will be made to pay are the people of
Sudan. Even to gel the $200 million
emergency money from the extortion
ists at the IMF, the Sudan was forced to
agree to drop its government subsidiza
tion of the price of wheat and gasoline
(which wdl mean a sharp jump in prices
of these vital commodities). Sudan also
had to agree to devalue its currency
from the official 50 piastres to the
dollar, down toward the free market
rate of 80 to the dollar. All of this was

mam
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Peace in the Middle East? This is what they mean. Pictured here are preparations in Idaho lor the launching of
"Operation Bright Star," a ma/or training exercise lor the Rapid Deployment Force (RDF). Troops began landing in Egypt
last week for the maneuvers which will run about a month. U.S. military forces. Including airborne assault troops, will con
duct operations in Egypt, Somalia, the Sudan and Oman.

A total of 6,000 U.S. troops will be involved, making Operation Bright Star by far the largest direct U.S. military ground
presence in the Middle East since World War 2. Last year's RDF's exei;cises were confined to Egypt, and Involved 1500
U.S. troops. Operation Bright Star was already planned on a larger scale before Ihe assassination of Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat.

After Sadat's death, the U.S. announced Ihe expansion of the exercises to combat "the threat of Libyan adventurism"
and to provide a counter weight to the recent aggressive pro-Soviet military alliance concluded between Libya, Ethiopia
and South Yemen. Translation?: The U.S.'s bottom line for "stability" in the region, an aggressive demonstration of U.S.
military might tor the benefit of the imperialists In the Soviet Union, and real training on a likely battlefield of World War 3.

part of a bigger package worked out be
tween British banker Morgan Grenfell
(supposedly representing the Bank of
Sudan), and five major creditor banks,
including Chemical Bank of New York.
Citibank, and the Deutschebank. These
agreements will in turn be passed on for
approval to a larger body of imperialist
vultures known as ihc "Club of Paris,"
which manages the overall global sche
duling of debts by exploited nations to
both commercial banks and multina
tional lending agencies.
But this application to Sudan of a

hair of the dog that bit Egypt is a risky
business. When the IMF and the com
mercial bankers forced Egypt to sus
pend food subsidies in 1977, it resulted
in a week of rioting throughout Egypt
which almost brought down the Egyp
tian government. Mindful of these dan
gers inherent In the new austerity
moves, Nimeiry seized upon the pretext
of the great Libyan invasion scare to
carry out a mass round-up of "vagrants
and illegal immigrants," directed espe

cially at the volatile concentration of
urban poor in the capital of Khartoum.
The Nimeiry government has posted
troops throughout the capita! in the
markets, on bridges and around gov
ernment buildings—and not as pro
tection against Libyan paratroops!
Even according to Western press ac
counts, the arrests have now topped
17,000, with many being forcibly de
ported from the capital area.

While the U.S. and the rest of its bloc
of imperialists are so worried and busy
in the face of Sudan's crumbling econo
my and political instability, it is exactly
imperialist domination and all that goes
with it, including the enforced mainte
nance of feudal control of much of the
land, that has brought about this situa
tion in the first place. In fact, Sudan
has 40% of all the arable land in the
Arab world! Yet today, Sudan is forced
to import food, and its forced reliance
on a single cash crop for export (collonX
finds Sudan today with only $700 mil
lion in exports to apply against an an

nual import bill of $1.7 billion. As a re
ward for coming over to the U.S. bloc
from the SoviPt bloc in the mid-70s,
Sudan was promised a pie-in-the-sky
economic development plan, to be
funded by the World Bank's Interna
tional Development Agency and the
Arab Fund for Economic Develop
ment. The schemes included the dcvel-

• opment of vast cattle ranches, wheat
farms and sugar canc plantations based
on gigantic irrigation projects. To pro
vide the necessary infrastructure, Sudan
also took out commercial bank loans.
But then the world price of cotton col
lapsed, not all tlic promised Arab
money came through, and much of the
expenditure was used to line the pockets
of Western suppliers, who in turn
dumped outdated and unsuitable equip
ment on the Sudanese. To date the only
one of the great projects to actually go
into production Ls the Kenana sugar
plantation, which is slil) unable to pro
duce refined sugar at below world

Continued on page-l 3
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Tribunal Testimony

Two Accounts of

CIA/SAVAK Terror in Iran

"I Found On My Chain Written 'Made in U.S.'"
Testimony from an Iranian Living in the U.S.

The/nllowng lesiimony was present-
ed April 2S, 1981 ai ilie San Francisco
hearings of the Mass Proletarian f4'ar
Crimes Tribunal by an Iranian revolu
tionary.

In the name of the workers and the

oppressed people of the world, I begin
my testimony. In 1972, on the lOth an
niversary of the Shah's so-called White
Revolution, I was captured, tortured
and imprisoned for two months. I'm
going to go through the details of that.
When I was 14 years old, 1 was in

volved in political activity with some
other political-minded people. In a
short time we organized about 50 peo
ple, workers, students, peasants and
some other people. Our duty was to cri
ticize the dictatorship of the Shah and
we distributed revolutionary leaflets,
and distributed a magazine in Gilan.
Gilan is a province of the northern part
of Iran by the Caspian Sea.

After three years of this very elemen
tary organization of ours, we were con
tacted by one underground organiza
tion from Tehran. During this connec
tion between us and them, three of us
decided to go to Tehran to see those
people. We decided to choose three
people. I was one of ihem. On our way
to Tehran, some agents slopped the bus
and took us. They called our name.
They knew us. They pulled us away and
searched us for guns and ammunition,
but we didn't have that. They explained
to the other people on the bus that we
were soldiers who had escaped from the
army, so don't worry about this.
We were blindfolded and tied by

chains. We felt that we were going to
Tehran, but we didn't know. It was a

covered jeep. We couldn't see outside.
After about two hours, they took me up
some long steps and then they took the
thing off ray head and put me in a cell,
a cell about a meter wide by two meters.
I stayed there for about twelve hours.
Then they took me out again. They put
those blindfolds on again. 1 didn't
know where I was going to go. Then 1
noticed that we were going to Rasht.
Raslu is the capital city of the province
of Gilan, where I was born.
They took me to the SAVAK place in

Rasht. There the investigation began.
First the SAVAK agent came very nice
ly. He said, "You are my brother. We
don't have anything against you. Tell
me everything. We know everything,
but you had better say it by yourself." 1
said, "What do you want to know?" At
that time I was 17 years old and I was
inexperienced. I didn't know what to do
at that lime because my organization
didn't have any contact at all with any
other organization. One thing helped
me. That foolish SAVAK asked me one

stupid question. "What book did your
friend by the name of X give you?" Ac
tually. he hadn't given me anything. 1
understood that they didn't know any
thing. So [ had that on my mind and I
played (the) fool, played dumb

During this investigation that this so-
called nice SAVAK talked to me. the
door was opened and a big guy came.
Later on I found that people call him
"doctor." He wasn't-a doctor, he was a
torturer. He came very angrily and
without anything to say, he slapped me.
"You motherfucker, don't play with
us! We know, and don't think that we
are fools and you can say anything you
want!" Then another so-called nice

SAVAK said. "Don't do that, he will
talk." They were going to fool me that,
"Some of us are very dangerous and
others of us are very nice, so you have
to cooperate with us." After a few
hours of the investigation, the investi
gation was on paper. They asked the
question and would write and I had to
answer that and I had to sign. So il\e
first night of the investigation, they
gave me one blanket, while it was heavy
snow outside. 1 was chained to a heater,
the heater wasn't on, during all the
night, and I had to sleep chat way. in
the .morning the investigation started
again and this time they were not as nice
to me as the previous day.
Then they transferred me to the city

jail. That's the place where all the cri
minals, burglars, rapists were. And I, a
17-year-oid boy, had to go there. Fortu
nately in Iran, when your crime is a po
litical activity, in prison all the people
respect you. That's the way it was
everywhere and ail my friends when I
talked to them later said they were
treated very nice. So 1 was introduced
to the officer of the prison, and he tried
to treat us nice too. "Don't worry.
Everything is going to be OK. Why do
you do what you do? What do you
think, you are going to change the gov
ernment? No one can do that. You are
just torturing yourself. You are my son,
and,. .let's go to jail." And they sent
us to prison.

In Iran there are three sections in pri
sons. One is for youth, one is for guilty
people, for life or 10 or 15 years, and
one is where they just keep you for a'
while and release you. They put me with
the guilty people. Fortunately there
were two other political prisoners there.

two teachers. They were there for two
years. They helped me a lot. They gave
me money, they gave me fbod, they
gave me blankets, and they said don't
be scared, everything is;going to be OK.

After three days SAVAK came and
asked me again. SAVAK was in another
area than the prison so they sent some
SAVAK people to come and take me
for the investigation. This time they
didn't talk to me. They took me up
stairs. There was a table and they tied
me on the table. 1 asked them. "What
are you going to do with me?" They
said nothing. Twenty minutes I was like
this and then the "doctor" came with a

cable. He had made this cable very nice
for himself, all handcrafted. Without
saying anything he beat me on my foot.
1 could bear one or two or three of

them. But the strongest of you here
couldn't bear more than four. And you
pass out. And you can't think anything.
I don't know how many times they beat
me, but when they untied me I couldn't
walk. They told me that that.was no
thing. "We've just started. We're just
warning you. Don't play with us! We
have a cable that your other friends
have told everything. They said that
you are the leader." At that time, you
think, "How stupid are they. Even as
they are dealing with me that way, they
just say stupid things that help me."...
They didn't have a hospital there so

they just put vaseline on my foot. One
week later ihey called me again. This
lime they didn't beat me, but tliey tried
to be nice again. "This time tell us for
real. No bullshit. You were doing some
thing. Why were you going to Teh-

Continued on page 14

Ifgn—during the February Insurrection.
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(above) Demonstration In front of the U.S. embassy in Tehran In support of
takeover.

(above) November 23. 1979—About 20 foreigners, mostly Americans are cheered
by scores of Iranian bystanders as they march through downtown Tehran deman
ding the extradition of the Shah.

CIA Dirty Work
Before and After
the Revolution
Testimony from a Woman from the U.S.
Living In Iran

Following are excerpts from
testimony given Ity a u'or«a« from lite
U.S. now living in Iran who testified at
the San Francisco Tribunal during a
visit to the fJ. S. last spring:

1 was in Iran on iwo occasions during
the reign of the Shah. After the revolu
tion I moved to Iran and am presently
living in Iran. Per.sonal!y. during the
Shah's regime, I witnessed minor
crimes, but 1 heard a lot of testimony
from people who had first-hand ex
perience with the S.AVAK. So I'll try to
relate those things to you today. I want
to talk about not only overt war crimes
that people told me about but also the
situation around the embassy, the role
that the embassy played in Iran, keep
ing in mind that the role that the em
bassy played in Tehran was no different
than the role that embassies play in any
other country. I also want to talk about
overt aas of aggression, military acts,
that have taken place in Iran; especially
around the so-called rescue mission of
the spies that were being held in
Iran....

We had a question earlier about the
Rex Cinema fire which occurred August
the 20th, 1978. Now, just to give you an
idea of what was going on around thai
time, the masses in Iran were already
rising up. The whole country was in tur
moil. There were spontaneous uprisings
in one city or another, weekly or for
sure every 14 days. So the whole coun
try was in revolutionary motion.
Abadan is a very key city. Right now
(il) is the center of the war between Iran
and Iraq. It is where all of the refineries
and all of the oil fields are. Because of

that they have a very large working
class there. And when these people join
ed the mass movement in Iran to over

throw the Shah, the whole complc.sion
of the revolution changed. It was given
a truly revolutionary outlook. They did
not want Abadan to rise up, take the
lead and give the movement a revolu
tionary outlook. To prevent this,
SAVAK, with orders from the Shah,
and I'm sure orders from the White
House here, cooked up a very deviou.s
and horrible plan. What they did. they
were showing a progressive film, in one
of the theatre.? in Abadan. which was
sold out. So there were between 700 and

800 people—an exact body counting
was never really established because of
the conditions of the bodies. The

cinema was packed, they sold out ail the
tickets, they priced a few standing-only
tickets, because this was going to be a
very special feature: then they locked
the doors from the outside and people
who witnessed this saw some men on
the lop pouring some sort of gasoline
through the roof, and then il was ig
nited. So it burned really quickly. Il was
an old building. People were trapped;
they were running up here and running
to the other exit and just piled up there.
Some people were found burnt in their
chairs. They found pregnant women
whose stomachs had exploded, burnt
beyond recognition. The bodies of the
victims were hardly able to be iden
tified. The interesting thing about the
Rex Cinema, aside from the devastating
tragedy, is what really happened as a
result of thai: instead of suppressing or
pacifying the movement in Abadan, the
very next day people made huge demon

strations. Right away they condemned
the SAVAK for its activity, they con
demned U.S. imperialism for having
brought and trained the SAVAK, and
supported all this sort of activities in
Iran. The SAVAK and of course the

Shah and the U.S. imperialisL.s had
helped to teach the people of Abadan a
lesson, but instead of making them not
take part in (he struggle that was taking
place all over the country, they did
exactly the opposite. They had a
demonstration the next day, and they
became the forefront of the revolu
tionary struggle in Iran.

Another incident: on one occasion 1
had the opportunity and the honor to
meet with a particular family that had
suffered tremendous tragedy. The
whole family was politically involved,
and had been struggling against the
Shah and U.S. imperialism for years.
The first time I went to Iran it was in
1977, and 1 met the father. He showed
me the pictures of his sons and
daughters that he had io.st, Two
daughters and two sons had been ex
ecuted in prison under torture. When I
met him his wife wa.s presently in jail
and was taking care of one of her
grandchildren, one that her daughter
had given birth to in the prison. The se
cond time I went back to Iran the

woman had been let out of jail and she
showed me cigarette burns all over her
body. She talked about the tortures that
she had been through. She related to me
the tortures that her children had gone
through before they were finally
murdered in the prison...
Somebody earlier asked, if there is

any evidence of complicity between the

CIA and the work of the SAVAK: 1
think that it has been fairly well docu
mented (hat the CIA has been the key
factor in establishing and training po
lice forces like SAVAK, like the Israeli
secret police, like the police in Chile and
Argentina. They used the same im
plements, the torture, 'the same hot
tables, the same electrical probes they
shoved in people and turned on, the
same styles and techniques for torture.
There is another testimony that I

came by through someone 1 know.
There was a woman in prison for
political activities and she was in the
interrogation room. In fact, before the
revolution the SAVAK had an office,
actually they had several offices, and
one of the main offices was in the center

of Tehran. So she was in there, being
interrogated, and in the room next to
her—there was just a small partition be
tween her room and the room next to
it—she could hear an American; she
could understand an American accent

because she had been out of the coun

try. So she heard an American who was
instructing Iranians how to torture peo
ple, how to make il hurt the best and
leave the least evidence that a person-
had been tortured, and just how to use
these things. She said that she was ab
solutely sure that this wa.s an American,
a CIA agent, instructing Iranians on (he
use of torture devices...

1 went to the embassy a few days
after it was taken by the students, and I
was probably the first American who
was not a CIA agent who entered the
embassy after it was taken. 1 went there

Continued on page 12
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THE U.N. 2 ARE OUT!

t

Glenn Gan and Steven Yip outside at the courthouse last year
before they were imprisoned.

Glenn Gan and Steve Yip are back on
Che streets. They were released from
prisons in the Midwest and East Coast
on October 31 and November 9 respec
tively. This officially completes the
sentence of one year and a day to which
the UN 2 were sentenced for "felony
assault" when they doused the U.S. and
Soviet UN ambassadors with red paint
in their own Security Council chambers
on the eve of May Day 1980, holding up
the red flag and shouting, "Our .flag is
red. not red, while and blue! Down
with U.S. Soviet war moves!" Their time
served includes pre-senience jail time as
well as post-sentence, minus a couple
months "good lime" which all
prisoners get unless a special reason can
be proved for withholding it. Even after
release, they are still serving a three-
year suspended sentence and five years
of probation for a "felony conspiracy"
charge.
The terms of Steve's probation are

that he get a job^ that he is restricted to
New York City and another place where
he has family except with permission.

and that he not associate with other

felons. He has been informed that this
specifically means Glenn. As for Glenn,
the authorities have not informed him

what the terms of his probation are,
and no one at the Federal Probation

Department in Los Angeles will
acknowledge having papers on his
case. A sort of catch-22 situation, in
which he might be pounced on for
violating conditions he has no way of
knowing. A celebration is planned in
New York for Steve' but UN 2 sup
porters have held off planning a release
celebration for Glenn until the details
of his probation are made known.
However, there is one condition that

Glenn does know about". Prisoners are

allowed to read their pre-sentence
report and Bureau,of Prisons Central
File. The authorities have sought to
block one proven avenue of further ex
posure of their criminal plans for world
war. Both Glenn and Steve are per
manently barred from the hallowed
premises of the United Nations. □

Houston: Pogrom with Pay
Houston. Appropriately, it was election
night. November 3, in the heart of the
Black fi fth ward community. After
getting drunk in the parking lot of the
nfih ward police substation, at least
ten white off-duty pigs dressed in street
clothes drove over to the Delta Apart
ment Hotel. .After cruising around for a
couple of hours hurling racist slurs,
they pulled up in front of the hotel in a
pick-up truck waving a confederate flag
and a banner with a skull and cross-
bpnes on it. They then jumped out and
began rampaging through the hotel,
dragging people out of their rooms.
Slicking guns in iheir faces and beating
both men and women at random with
flashlights. A man's head was split
open, one had his teeth knocked out.
and another was thrown down a flight
of stairs. One couple was asleep when
their door was kicked down and guns
shoved in their faces. Etroy Johnson, a
maintenance worker, told how he had

just walked into the hotel parking lot
when one of the pigs stuck a gun in his
stomach and cocked it. He described
how this cop then told another man to
"Run, nigger, run!" and yelled "I'll
beat you, but you can run and I'll shoot
you." The man refused to run and was
viciously beaten by these lowlife.

The officers involved, supporters of a
local candidate running for mayor with
the open endorsement of the KKK,
claimed they were just going around
pulling down some campaign signs to
use for a fi re to cook up some hot dogs
to go with their beer (though one detec
tive later intimated they had stopped
off on the way to "beat up some dope
fiends"). Besides, quipped one police
spokesman, there had been "no formal
complaints received by Internal Affairs
about any specific officer in connection
with this incident." In other words,
there was "no formal complaint"
about this off-duty raid to the very

same cops when they were on duty! (As
we go to press, a BJack cop has just
been suspended in a'feebie attempt to
soften the blatant racial nature of this
attack.)

This outrageous incident concen
trates the daily grind of national op
pression Faced by Black people. One
witness to the attack put it, "It took me
back to the slave days." People In these
areas are routinely picked up, and many
have done time in the nearby P-farm
lockup where prisoners are put to work
growing sugar and picking cotton. In
the '60s. the third ward was a well-
known center of Black nationalism and
revolutionary ferment. The memory is
still fresh in the minds of many of when
the police launched an all-out assault on
the headquarters of Peoples Party
II—an adjunct of the Black Panther
Party—gunning down Black leader
Cart Hampton and shooting and wound
ing many others. This area is also the
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location of Texas Southern University
where Black revolutionaries fought off
hundreds of attacking police in an arm
ed gun battle.

Recently, in a single week there were
three fatal "accidents" stemming from
high-speed chases by the cops trying to
chase people down by going the wrong
way on the freeway (in one of these an
entire white family was wiped out in a
head-on collision). The cops, of course,
were freed of any blame. A month ago,
two Black men in the city jail were
"discovered" hanged to death within
20 minutes of each other—alleged
"suicides," of course. After the hang
ings, one of these men who had worked
at the same factory for II years, who
had no previous arrest record, and who
was in jail for a traffic violation, was
villified in the press as a "hired hit
man" and linked up with a local
murder case—all without even the
pretense of the slightest shred of
evidence. Just last week, the cop who
gunned down Reggie Jackson, a young
Biack man, in cold blood in front of
witnesses was exonerated after a two
year "investigation" by.the cops' Inter
nal Affairs Division. (This pig has been
involved in a number of similar
murders.) Young Blacks in the area tell
of walking home at night expecting to
be Slopped, called "nigger" with guns
pointed at their heads, and, often as
not, arrested.

One week after the reactionary raid
at the Delta Hotel, the cops involved
were suspended—with pay. So, not sur
prisingly, this mini-pogrom was
stamped with the official seal of ap- .
proval and the cops involved rewarded
with a vacation. □

CORRECTIONS
In the article "Another 'Accident'

Against AIM" about the murder of
American Indian Movement activists Ro-
que Duenas and Kevin Henry [RVi No.
129, page 1), Roque Duenas' name was
inadvertently misspelled. Ttie correct
spelling Is as it appears here.

In the article "Viet Vet's Testimony af
Atlanta Tribunal" (fllV No. 129, page 18),
a line was left out toward the end of the
last paragraph. The,paragraph should
end; They talking about armageddon. it's
gonna be worse than armageddon, It is.
If we don't put a stop to U now. And tell
"em, hey. man, and gel with some of
those young, Russians and say. hey, let's
live in peace. I'l
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li'iih \vnrld ei-enis more and more

clearly showing the rapid dewhpments
towqrda worldwide showdown between
the U.S. and the USSR, it is vitally im-
portant that the strategy and tactics of
Soviet imperialism and its front men be
thoroughly and ruthlessly exposed
along with those of the U.S. In many
parts of the world the full e.xtent of the
Soviets' imperialist nature and actions
has been clouded over with demagogy
and its seeming support for some
revolutionary struggles of the people in
the countries oppressed by U.S. im
perialism and its Western itnperialisi
allies. In the eyes of some it seems to be
the "better" superpower, "maybe it's
not perfect, but at least it's not as bad
as U.S. imperialism," or so the reason
ing goes. This is extremely dangerous
reasoning and can only lead into a
disastrous trap. In particular the
counter-revolutionary role of Cuba and
its shameiessfroniing for the Soviet im
perialists, especially in Latin
America, needs to be increasingly
clarified and fully understood. Toward
this end we reprint the excerpt below
from the draft position paper for dis
cussion, Basic Principles For the Unity of
Marxist-Leninists and for the Line of the
Internationai Communist Movement
prepared by leaders of the Revolutionary
Communist Party of Chile and the
Revolutionary Communist Parly, USA.

The exposure of the nature and role
of the revisionist rulers of Cuba, and a
Marxist analysis of the problems with
and then complete degeneration of the
revolution there, resulting in the posi
tion of Cuba today as a nco-colony of
Soviet social-imperialism whose troops
are used as an expeditionary force by
the new imperialist master—this too is
an important task for the genuine
Marxist-Leninists. In the early period
after U.S. imperialism was ousted from
Cuba and before its new dependency on
the Soviet Union was fully develofwd
and consolidated, Cuba was looked to
as an inspiration by class-conscious
proletarians and oppressed peoples
throughout the world. This was espe
cially the case in Latin America.
During this early period the Cuban

leaders, even as they were more and
more implementing a revisionist line in
Cuba and capitulating to Soviet social-
imperialism, not only maintained a mil
itant posture against U.S. imperialism
but more generally struck a "revolu
tionary" pose, even at times voicing
criticism of certain actions by the Soviet
social-imperialists while ovei^ support
ing and promoting them and also prais
ing their "fraternal assistance." It was
during this period, especially in the
mid-1960s, that the Cuban leaders
champion^ the line of "focoism" as a
substitute for the armed struggle of the
masses under the leadership of a Marx
ist-Leninist party to defeat the imperial
ists and reactionaries, a "short cut" to
the seizure of power which would leave
the masses out of this struggle—and out
of the exercise of power if somehow it
did change hands in this way. Where
this line was actually applied it did not
of course lead to genuine revolution
and in some significant cases resulted in
crushing defeat of the "focoist" armed
forces. This in turn was perverted by
both the U.S. imperialists and their
allies and lackeys on the one hand and
the Soviet social-imperialists and their
agents, including the Cuban leadership,
on the other hand, into "proof" that
real revolutionary warfare, which mo
bilizes and relics on the masses, is
doomed to defeat, and that the masses
can only play the part of pawns and
perhaps "pressure groups" in the strug
gle between rival reactionaries.

Overall, then, even during the days of
their more "revolutionary" posture,
the Cuban leaders' line and actions
served as a complement to and aided
the openly right opportunist, pro-Soviet
revi.sionist parlies, in Latin America in
particular, during the 19$0s, these revi
sionists were becoming more widely ex
posed and opposed by revolutionary
forces. But the influence of the Cuban
leaders—their promotion of "focoist"
adventurism divorced from the masses,
their denial of the need for the leader

ship of a Marxist-Leninist parly, and
their oppo.sition to the policy of a broad
united front led by (he proletariat and
its parly to carry out the struggle
against imperialism and i(.'> domestic
dependent reactionaries—this "left
ism" not only led to defeat but fostered
demoralization, disbelief in the possibi
lity of victorious mass armed struggle
against these powerful enemies and the
discrediting of a genuine revolutionary
alternative to the revisionist parties.
This explains the "mysterious" fact
that in many cases these same revision
ist parlies not only privately encouraged
but even secretly funded such "leftist"
adventurism.
At the same time, while they feigned

radical transformation of society, the
Cuban !eadcr.s emphatically staled that
there was no alternative to this "road"
in Chile.

This stand was not determined by
loyally to Allende—nor certainly to the
advance to socialism, by peaceful or
any other means—but served the aims
of the revisionist Communist Parly of
Chile, which was using its exteaslve,
even dominant, influence in tlie Popu
lar Unity government as leverage to
seek an "agreement" with the Christian
Democratic Party that would brijig
about not socialism but a form of state

capitalism in which the Communist
Party, and the Soviet Union behind it,
would gain a significant stronghold. It

Excerpts from "Basic Principles..

Cuba's Role

and the

Aims fd Soviet

Imperialism
"neutrality" with regard to the struggle
in the international communist move
ment between the revkionisis, headed
by the Soviet Union, and the Marxist-
Leninists led by the Chinese Commu
nist Parly, in fact the Cuban leaders
sided with and assisted the former at

crucial times and on the crucial ques
tions. As early as 1965, at an inter
national conference in Havana, the Cu
ban leaders barred many genuine Marx
ist-Leninist organizations from attend
ing while revisionist parties were play
ing a key role, and Fidel Castro took
the occasion of this conference to
launch scurrilous atucks on China and
Mao Tselung personally. This kind of
thing became increasingly common on
the part of the Cuban leaders.

In 1970, on the eve of the election of •
the Popular Unity government in Chile,
headed by Salvador Allende, Castro
wrote an article in a revisionist journal
in Chile citing that country as an exam
ple of the possibility of the electoral
path to socialism. Later, during the
Allende government and specifically
when its reformist "peaceful road to
socialism" was increasingly showing
itself incapable of really carrying out a

is this which explains why these revi
sionists consistently restrained the
.struggle of the masses, even supporting
the armed forces in disarming the mass
es and calling on the masses not to resist
with arms the reactionary coup d'etat
that brought a bloody end to the Allen
de period. It was the aims of the Chi
lean Communist Party and the Soviet
social-imperialists behind them—who
did not want a direct confrontation
with U.S. imperialism and its henchmen
in this situation—that the Cuban lead

ers, who by now had become unapolo-
getic apologists for Soviet social-
imperialism and its bloc, were consis
tently supporting and promoting. All
this is a very important negative expe
rience whose profound lessons must be
fully grasped.

It is not the case, of course, that the
Cuban leaders have ceased to talk about
"armed struggle" or to engage in it.
But these words and deeds are not in the
service of revolution but rather to ally
with reaction arid strengthen the efforts
of the Soviet social-imperialists to es
tablish their domination in league with
and through the use of local reaction
aries in various countries. For example.

Castro with Mengislu In Ethiopia—lending troops and revolutionary prestige to
what Is In fact one more attempt at Imperialist conquest by the Soviets.

in Latin America the Cuban leaders

have attempted to establish certain rclar
tions with and exert influence on sectors
of the reactionary armed forces in some
countries, hoping thereby to find a
wedge with which to begin edging out
U.S. imperialist influence and eventual
ly replace it with the rule of reactionary
forces that align themselves with and
depend on the Soviet bloc. In Latin
America itself this is difficult because
the U.S. imperialists are able to, must
and do maintain a very tight grip there,
but especially where there are popular
movements and uprisings against U.S.
imperialism, the Cuban leaders along
with the pro-Soviet revisionist party, if

-it has significant influence among the
masses, will certainly step up their ma-
neuverings of various kinds to bring in-
,10 being a new reactionary regime,
more to the liking of the Soviet social-;
imperialists, over the heads of the mass
es and through restraining, and at a cer
tain point even Joining in .the violent
suppression of, the mass mbvemtent.
At the same time, a significant phe

nomenon in recent years has been the
use of Cuban troops as expeditionary
forces for the Soviet social-imperialists,
carried out under a "revolutionary"
and "internationalist" cover of opposi
tion to U.S. imperialism and its allies
and lackeys, especially in Africa. In
fact, the only revolution on the part of
the Cuban and Soviet revisionists is
counter-revolution and the kind of in
ternationalism they are carrying out is
international plunder and contention
characteristic of and serving imperialist
interests.

But, again, the task remains for the
genuine Marxist-Leninist revolution
aries and proletarian intemacionalists
to thoroughly expose this, because
while the Soviet social-imperialists and
their Cuban and other agents and allies
are more and more incurring the hatred
of the masses of people in many coun
tries, especially those who bear the
direct brunt of their "benevolence,"
there is generally not as yet a widespred
and deep understanding of the class na
ture of these revisionists. So, while they
hold up Cuba as an example of how
U.S. imperialism can be defeated and
"socialism" built by relying not on the
masses but on the "support" and
strength of the Soviet Union, the U.S.
imperialists and others point to the mi
sery of the masses in such a "socialist
model" and the obvious Cuban depen
dency on the Soviet Union as ammuni
tion for the argument that, however op
pressive the old-line ruling classes may
be, the only alternative is "communist"
oppression, which is worse, or just as
bad—and certainly not worth sacrific
ing for. It is not possible to lead the
masses out of (he situation of being
bounced back and forth between rival
reactionaries, in making revolution and
abolishing all forms of enslavement,
without laying bare the true character
of the Soviet-line revisionists and revi
sionism in general as well as that of
openly anti-communist exploiters and
counter-revolutionaries.

A crucial lesson in relation to all this
is that it is a serious error to identify
revisionism merely with the repudiation
of "armed struggle," and this is all the
more important in today's world. True,
the Soviet social-imperialists and (hose
who follow them, like the Cuban lead
ers, as well as other revisionist forces,
will in certain circumstances promote
the "peaceful road to socialism." This
is not merely an illusion but a danger
ous trap for the proletariat and its
allies, and in fact the "peaceful road to
socialism" is littered with the corpses of
countless masses who were pointed
down this road by revisionist betrayers.
At the same time, however, in circum
stances where it better suits their bour
geois aims, and increasingly in the cur
rent world situation, with the intensify
ing developments toward war between
the rival imperialist blocs and toward
revolution, these revisionists and other
opportunists will frequently replace the
principle of armed struggle of the mass
es with empty phrases about armed
struggle which renounce all types of
political and organizational prepara
tions or with putschist theses and prac-

Continued on page 13
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Continued from page 9
basically because I wanted to com
municate to the students the idea thai
there were Americans who supported
their action, who supported the struggle
of the Iranian people and who were
anti-imperialists. So I went to the em
bassy: I approached the gate, and I had
written out this card that said that I was
a supporter of the Iranian revolution
and I supported the taking of the em
bassy, and that I thought that I
represented the aspirations of a section
of the people in the United States. 1 just
wanted to give this card to the people
there. So a guy look it at the gate and
gave it to someone who could read
English. Then I decided to come in and
talk. I did not know what to expect. 1
met a group of students who had taken
this action as a direct blow against U.S.
imperialism. They had seen the embassy
as a center of activities for U.S. im
perialism, a center that was still in
operation after the uprising. It was still
in contact with one of its agencies, the
Iran-American Society, there were pro
bably other agencies that were
operating freely there in Tehran at that
lime. I'm sure their activities had been

cut down, but they were still in contact
with people who wanted to crush the
revolution.

The students went over their

demands. They wanted the return of the
wealth of the Shah, the return of the
wealth he had stolen, to the Iranian

people. They wanted the complete
break of all the contracts with the
United States; they wanted to break the
economic exploitation of the Iranian
people. They wanted an apology from
the U.S., based on the idea that U.S.
imperialism had plundered Iran, and
they wanted an open acknowledgement
by the imperialists that they had done
this. Overall, the students were very
clear that the government of the United
States did not represent the American
people, and basically what they wanted
was this point to be brought out to the
American people. They wanted the
American people to understand why the
emba.ssy was seized and how it was real
ly operating in Tehran. They knew that
the foreign press, irtcluding the
Americans, who were there were not

going to let this information get out of
the country. They had a press con
ference where they invited the press to
come, to photograph all the super-
secret surveillance stuff they had there,
computers hooked up to everything.
They^had ways of bugging your icle-
phone atid following your car around.
It was a very sophisticated surveillance

equipment. I think Laura Brown men
tioned the documents that the students
seized at this time. The Americans, the
spies, were not able to destroy all of this -
evidence before the students were able

to secure all the different locations in
the embassy.

Basically, this was my experience in
going 10 the embassy. Later on, a
delegation went to Iran. They were able
to get these documents here. This
delegation was the "Send the Shah
Back—Hands off Iran" delegation and
the students made these documents

available to them. The.se documents

were on how the U.S. embassy was used
in Tehran, what its role was. Its role
wa.s, of course, to crush the revolution.

One of these documents shows the

cooperation between the embassy and
one of these informers that, I am sure,
was part of the ruling circle there in
Iran: He was in the automobile

business, the co-owner of the Ford
Company in Tehran, and he would get
kick backs cvefy time the government
would buy equipment from his com
pany. All these documents will be sub
mitted to the Tribunal. The embassy
was not only a center for espionage, but
it was also a kind of social center. Every
night they had some function. All
through the day they had functions,
cockiail-partie.s, dinners, all thai sort of
stuff for the elite in Iran. They would
come there; they would eat, drink and
be merry, and figure out how to inflict
more suffering and oppression on the
people of Iran and how to undermine
their struggle. After the revolution they
had a kind of cut-back of these ac
tivities. They could not be quite so
overt: They would have to set up lots of
secret meetings. These documents talk
about secret meetings between this in
dividual and some official from the em
bassy. They also say that everyone
knew that something was going to hap
pen if the Shall was brought to the
United States, whether they said it was
for medical reasons or whatever. The
people's struggle had reached a high
anti-imperialist level at that time. They
knew e.xactly who their enemy was. It
was ciear to the staff of the embassy
that something was going to come
down. But regardless of that, they did
not really cut back the size of the staff.
They had 52 people working there.
One of the things that happened

while the embassy was being taken:
some of the people were over at the
Iran-America Society, two or three.
These people kept the telephone line
open, and I know this from a reliable
source, Xor 12 hours to Washington,
D.C. During that lime, they were told
which documents lo shred, which codes

to destroy. There is apparently a phone
bill for the Iran-America Society thai
shows this phone call that lasted 10 to
12 hours.

I will talk now about some other
documents that are here. I believe his
name was Ahern, he was one of the
spies at the American embassy. They
uncovered that he was a CIA agent. He
had three or four different passports,
an American passport, a Belgian one,
and some other passport. In each one
he had a different cover, like a
businessman in Belgium, or whatever;
not only did they have passports in the
embassy, but they had ail the exit and
entry visas that you need in your
passport so that they could take care of
the passport work for the CIA agents,
to allow them to walk in and out of the
airports. They had all these things,
passports, foreign currency, exit and
entry visa stamps that should have
belonged to the Iranian government.
There are copies of this particular in
dividual's different passports and also
different instructions to this person on
what his line should be any one par
ticular lime.
You would think that these spies at

the embassy were just a bunch of clerks
and people who just tried to get by, but
if you go into an analysis of who these
people were, you see that there is ade
quate proof and evidence that they were
long term professional and experienced
agents of imperialisrh, all of them
worked into the CIA.
For example, there is Moorehcad

Kennedy. He had been stationed in
Chile. He was there during the
assassination. He had been stationed in
several other places in Southeast Asia.
The biographies of these people are
very telling indeed. Several of Ihcm
were named as CIA agents in Philip
Agee's book, where he reveals the
names of several agents operating in
Southeast Asia, in Africa, Latin
America. Most of these people had long
service, many of them had been in Viet
nam, and most of them were career
diplomats, career officials. They were
not someone who happened to be
caught in Iran. They were there for a
specific purpose.
So you have the oven acts of terror,

you have the covert espionage that goes'
on, both of them aiming to crush the
revolution. There was another knd of
activity that I'm going to talk about,
and thai I'm sure is still going on while
we are sitting here. It's what I would
con.sider overt acts of military aggres
sion. [ think that Tabas is an example
of thai. Tabas, whether it was the kind
of thing that was planned to fail or if it
was to be carried out, but I'm not rcally

Remnants of U.S. helicopters at Tabas.

clear whether they thought they could
release the hostages or if they could not.
It's my opinion that they could not have
gotten to Tehran, but at any rate their
overall plan, had they caj^ried it out,
would have involved murder and

massacre of thousands of Iranians.
Bascially what happened in the days
preceding Tabas was that there were all
sorts of turmoils in the city and sur
rounding area around Tehran. There
were bomb explosions. There was one
cinema where, I think, 8 people were
killed in a bomb explosion. There were
bombs set up under bridges and in dif
ferent areas. Throughout the city there
were different incidents, attempts of
assassination and bombing, all of which
were geared to creating an atmosphere
of chaos in the city and in the whole
country, to prepare the ground for this
intervention.

Imperialists were not working alone,
of course. They had their own people in
Tehran. They had former SAVAK
members. They were working through
intermediaries with reactionary heads
of different tribes. They were working
with reactionary landlords, reactionary
people from the national bourgeoisie.
There was a whole network of people
involved in this maneuver. So all of
these people had their roles, and they
were undertaking them in various ways
10 set up the ground work for a military
intervention. Now, whether Tabas was
supposed to be the actual intervention
or not, 1 don't know, but all of these
factors were in place: they had these
tribal chiefs; they had landlords, they
had former SAVAK; and of course they
had the military. There were people
throughout the military that were still
loyal to the Shah and were prepared lo
do what they needed to do.
During the uprising the imperialists

saw what was iiappening, the military,
armed forces were being destroyed. So
very quickly they sent Huyser over
there and got the Shah out of Iran, con
vinced him to leave at that point before
the military could be totally broken
down. This way they were left with at
least some base within the military that
could be used ,in subsequent coup
d'ctais or military interventions,
whatever.

What was really interesting about the
Tabas invasion was the response of the
people... .As the news began to come
over the radio of the invasion, the streets
began to fill. Groups of people got
together, marching, and the main slogan
was "Death to U.S. imperialism." By
the end of the day these demonstrations
were getting bigger and bigger. So. the
government, the next day. called for a
mass demonstration. That was another
demonstration of 3 to 5 million people.
To see the masses in motion like that,
it's just tremendous. Instead of the
Iranian people being shaken or .scared
by Tabas, they look to the streets. Had
the U.S. invaded at that point, I'm sure
they wouldn't have gotten any further
than the border because the people's en
thusiasm and devotion to the revolution
was so high at that point that they were
willing lo make any and all sacrificesi □
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Brecht
Continued from page 5
quantitative difference, "mere shifts of
accent" in Brecht's phrase, which is
just as much of a metaphysical and
idealist positioi3. The terms are, in fact,
opposites linked in a unity, aspects of •
contradictions bound together. Thus,
feeling and reason, thought and social
being, quantitative evolution and quali
tative Jumps, and in the technical terms
of drama, for example, growth and
montage, a fixed point and a process, a
character changing or not changing,
empathy and alienation—all these are
not absolute antitheses nor is it a ques
tion of emphasizing one side or the
other. They are unities of opposites,
aspects of .contradictions. Both sides
occur, must occui:, in life and in drama,
with one side being the determining, the
other the subordinate and vice versa in
different situations and circumstances

of development.
For all his attempts to theorize for a

"dialectical theatre" Brecht, however,
never understood this. Had he done so,
he would have been obliged to make an
aesthetic self-criticism and to reject
nearly all of his "theories" on the epic
theatre. He could not, however, but re

cognize the shortcomings of those theo
ries at least on the level of practice, i.e.
when he put them to the test as a play
wright. And this accounts for the final,
and one of the most damaging aspects
of Brechtean theory or theories, name
ly, their eclecticism, lack of any tangi
ble concepts and ultimate empiricism.
Whatever justification for all this that
Brechtcans may come up with in terms
of the evolution of a doctrine or of
theory being modified in the light of
practice, etc. cannot conceal the fact
that there is no theory to begin with,
but merely a series of distorting one-
sidedness and abstract dichotomies (of
reason against emotion, alienation
against empathy, etc.) which had to be
continuously corrected when used as
guidelines For playwriting. It is then a
case of correcting initial fallacies rather
than the development of a theoretical
doctrine that lies behind the eclectic and
contradictory nature of Brechteanism
so often observed by those who have
studied him. In the end, we are left with
a number of undoubtedly useful obser
vations on dramatic technique, and on
the revoluiionization of artistic and cul

tural forms. These, however, do not
make up a theory, for which open-
ended evolutionism that starts from a
fallacy and leads by no matter how
many stages into nowhere can be no

substitute.

1. "The Modern Theatre is the Epic
Theatre" in Brecht On Theatre
translated by John Willett (London
1977) p. 34.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid. p. 35.
4. "The Radio as an Apparatus of Com

munication" in Ibid. p. 52.
5. "Three Cheers for Shaw" In Ibid. pp.

10-13.
6. ibid. p. 13.
7. Anii-heroism, which Brechl never

elaborated upon theoretically, was
already apparent in that early essay on
Shaw where he expressed his admiration
for the Irish playwright for finding "less
point in living among heroes than among
ordinary men" (p. 12). This dichotomy
which Brecht establishes here (between
heroes and ordinary men) and ihe in
herent anti-heroism which it emails re

mained, however, one of the most cons
tant factors In Brecht's dramatic prac
tice. Without going Into the details of
the affinity of Brecht's anti-heroism to
the whole modernist ethos, beginning
with Joyce's U/ysses, etc.. it must be
pointed out that this is a crucial area on
which Brecht is directly opposed to the
socialist theory and practice of drama
which insists that proletarian heroes,
heroes drawn from the most revolu-
lionarv class in human history, must oc

cupy the center of the stage. There can
be no socialist drama with heroes, non-
heroes or anti-heroes from any other
class occupying that position.

8. It is true that Brechi modified his posi
tion on the issue of reason vs. emotion
which developed from outlandish early
statements like "i am not writing for the
scum who want to have the cockles of
their hearts warmed...! appeal to the
reason" ("Conversations wiih Ben
Brecht", 1925, tbid. p. 14.) to the more
guarded: "the rejection of empathy is
not the result of rejection of Ihe emo
tions. . .None the less a non-aristotelian
dramaturgy has to apply a cautious
criticism to the emotions which it aims at
and incorporates" {"Short Description
of a New Technique of Acting Which
Produces an Alienation Effect" 1951,
Ibid. p. 145.)

9. "Nowadays the play's meaning is usual
ly blurred by the fact that the actor plays
to the audience's hearts. The figures,
portrayed are foisted on the audience
and arc falsified in ihe process. Contrary
to present custom they ought to be
presented quite coldly, classically and
objectively. For they are not matter for
empathy; ihey are th§re to be under-_
stood. Feelings are private and limited.
Against that the reason is fairly com
prehensive and to be relied on." "Con
versations with Bert Brecht" in Ibid.

p. 15.
10. Ibid. p. 15.
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market prices.
One social result of the economic pil

lage of Sudan by imperialism has been
the mass exodus from the country of
educated youth and skilled workers.
One million people, out of a total popu
lation of 17 million, have been forced to
move abroad. There are 400,000 Sudan
ese currently living in Libya alone,
many working in the Libyan oilfields.
(Sudanese workers returning from Lib
ya were a particular target of the cur
rent wave of mass arrests.) Altogether,
Sudan's overseas workers send home

S350 million a year, making up the only
stable sector of Sudan's foreign in
come.

Set on top of Sudan's crumbling eco
nomic base is a liistory of political in
stability almost unmatched in Africa
(only tiny Benin has had more military
coups and coup attempts) and a poten
tially explosive history of national op
pression. Although counted as an Arab
country by Us ruling elite, in fact only-
half of Sudan's population speaks Ara
bic, with the other half consisting of op
pressed black minorities in the most
underdeveloped southern section of the
country bordering on Uganda and
Zaire. A policy of forced imposition of
(slam and the Arabic language resulted
in an armed insurrection by the black
population of southern Sudan which
lasted from 1963 to 1972, in which
500,000 were killed. This armed strug
gle against national oppression was
quietly iced by that "natural ally" of
the oppressed, the Soviet Union, after
the 1969 coup of General Nimeiry re
sulted in the signing of the Tripoli
Charter, which briefly brought Libya,
Egypt and Sudan into a joint pro-Soviet
regional alliance. The revisionist Su
danese Communist Party was brought
into the Sudanese government, and one
of its leading members was made Minis
ter of Southern Affairs in charge of
suppressing the rebellion! (Then, when
they failed to come to power in a 1971
coup attempt, these same revisionist
leaders were executed by Nimeiry with
out so much as a word of protest by the
.Soviet Union.) While an end of the
fighting was negotiated in 1972 on the
basis of regional autonomy, the in
equality of nationalities is far from
resolved, and plan.s for the Khartoum
government to ship oil recently discov
ered in the south to refineries in the
north have sparked renewed protests
among the southern peoples.

After World War 2, while Britain still
dominated Egypt, the Sudan in turn
was orficiaily comsidered an "Anglo-
Egyptian condominium." ft was only in
1956 that Sudan became independent,
later following Egypt Into an alliance
with the USSR. In 1973. when Egypt
broke with the USSR, the Soviets mov
ed to consolidate their position in Su
dan. along with Libya and later Ethio
pia. Both Egypt and Libya sponsored a

series of coup attempts in Sudan. In
1977, Nimeiry, who at one point had
broken relations wth Egypt, signed a
military defense pact with it, and Su
dan's relations with both Egypt and the
U.S. improved dramatically.
Nimeiry's consolidation into the

U.S.-led bloc, however, has done no
thing to consolidate Sudan's political
stability. Pulled in behind Egypt in the
Camp David Accords, Sudan found
itself equally isolated at a time of ever
mounting domestic unrest and crisis.
One Sudanese politician was quoted last
spring in the IVashington Post as moan
ing, "We now find ourselves stranded
alongside a marooned Sadat."

Adding to the potential of political
upheaval in Sudan is the presence of a
half million refugees from the fighting
in Eritrea and Ethiopia..^ While assailing
Qaddafi daily, Nimeiry has walked on
eggshells in his relations with Ethiopia's
pro-Soviet government, while at the
same time having to bow to the massive
public support which exists in Sudan
for the Eriirean struggle. On Sudan's
western border, the giving of sanctuary
to anti-Libyan forces from Chad has
led to clashes between the right-wing
Chadeans and the Sudanese populace,
including three days of rioting and dem
onstrations in Sudan's western province
of Darfur last January which forced Ni
meiry to withdraw the appointment of a
new military governor.
As "Operation Bright Star" gets

under way, a distinctly dim star shines
on the prospects for any stable, pro-
Western regime surviving In Sudan. The
New York Times has openly speculated
on "a domino theory at work among
the United States' allies in the Middle
East," warning ominously of "a dagger
at Egypt's underbelly." Of course, this
is a typically imperialist upside-down
view, since the U.S. has long been glad
to use Egypt as a dagger pointed at Su
dan, but it certainly is true that this
relationship can work both ways—that
what happens in the Sudan can greatly
affect Egypt as well as vice versa. The
strategic implications of Sudan's insta
bility are scarcely lost on the Soviets,
especially since many of the opposition
forces in Sudan are linked to Libya's
Colonel Qaddafi.

All this should not be taken to mean
that the U.S. is necessarily out of op
tions in Sudan, however. Sudan's im
portance in the overall designs of the
U.S. make it all the more necessary for
the U.S. to try its best to hold it
together.

It is in this light that Nimeiry's recent
hysteria about supposed Libyan prepa
rations for an invasion of Sudan that

never happened make sense, not only as
a reflection of Nimeiry's very real
vulnerability, but even more of the des
perate needs of Nimeiry's U.S. masters
to block the Soviets' efforts in the Mid
dle East, .spearheaded by Libya's Qad
dafi, before their own hou.se of cards
collapses. Q

Cuba
Continued from page 11
tices aimed at installing themselves as
heads of regimes exploiting and op
pressing the masses under a "revolu
tionary," a "socialist," even "commu
nist" cover.

Today, despite the past experience of
the "focoist" adventures promoted by
the Cuban leaders, this same line, or a
variant of it, continues to have some in
fluence in various countries, and in

some cases actually poses serious prob
lems for and obstacles to the revolu
tionary movement. And this has to a
certain degree been given some impetus
by the reversal in China and the fact
that the revolutionary line of Mao Tse-

tung, including on people's war and
military strategy generally—a line
which is based on and gives expression
to the waging of the armed struggle as a
war of the masses under the leadership
of a proletarian vanguard party—has
been under intensifying attack from
many different quarters. Generally this
"focoist" line, even when it is not pro
moted by direct agents of the Soviet
social-imperialists, ends up apologizing
for and preaching reliance on them, be
cause failing to rely on the masses leads
before too long to the search for some
other powerful force to stand up to the
ruling class and the U.S. bloc imperial
ists behind them—voild the Soviet

Union, a real superpower opposed to
the U.S., and "socialist" too. □
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Statement of the Mass Proletarian War Crimes

Tribunal of U.S. Imperialism

We ttie undersigned view with concern the hfgh-echelon effort to reverse earlier and correct ver
dicts brought against U.S. Inrperlalism for war crimes agalnsl the people of the world. Even
now. they are staggering from the high tide of struggleof the 1980s—which saw the U.S. oppos
ed by tensot Tnillions on every continent. The world was (urnad right side up as U.S. imperialism
stood exposed and Isolated as the naked defender of reaction.

There Is an Intensifying attempt to whip up every kind of ugly chauvinism and superpatrlotism
with tactics such as orchestrating the yellow ribbon hostage hysteria and awarding medals of
honor to newly discovered "heroes" of the Vietnam War. The rulers of this country whose
agents trained theSAVAK torturers decry the "cruelty" to their hostages. Meanwhile, they deny
the unspeakable actions ot their CIA In country after country. They denounce "terrorism",
while In El Salvador they perpetuate iheir historic policy of genocide and contemplate major in
tervention. And the list of iheir crimes goes on and on. from lha Halls of Montezuma to Wound
ed Knee, from (he enslavement of Black people to the Incarceration and murder of Puerto Rlcan
freedom fighters. All me while planning more, and even more foul deeds—nuclear proliferation
and Increasing military expenditures to unprecedented heights in preparation for war.

These developments pose an historic challenge and opportunity to progresslva paople to ex
pose and oppose U.S. Imperialism. The Tribunal calls for testimony and other evidence to be
presented as to the war crimes the U.S. has committed against the people of the world. There
are many people, foreign-born, veterans, and many more oppressed living in this and other
countries who have rich lesllmony to oiler. Representatives of U.S. imperialism are also being
challenged toappear and defend their actions. At the close of the hearings the Tribunal panel
will consider Its findings and publish them In as many languages as possible and disseminate
Ihem broadly throughout the world.

This Tribunal provides the masses with a dramatic forum from which to speak and all over the
world people will see and rejoice that right In the belly of the beast people of many nationalities
and all walks of life are uniting in a mighty exposure end condemnation of U.S. Imperialism.

We urge you to take part In and support the Tribunal In every way possible and to encourage
others to do so.The actions we take will have a profound effect, exposing to many and deepen
ing for many others the crimes the U.S. rulers have committed here and around the world. This
Tribunal will constitute a powerful blow to their war moves.

Partial Lie! of Endoraamanis

(Organizations listed with Individuals lor identification purposes only)

The Plowshares 8

Pr. Oanlel Berrlpsn
Phil Berrlgen
Dean Hammar

Fr. Carl Katial

Elmer Maas
Sr. Ellzatwih Monlgomary
Mclly Rush
John Schuchart
The u.N. 2

Slaven Vip
Qlenn Oan

AlkeOU'l.an News Bookstore.

Allanio

Black Consciousness
Uovemeni of Azsnia. USA

En Avant. Hainan

Bevoluiionaiy Otg.
E'rtrean lyemocrailc voulh
Union of N. Amer.

Feminist Women's
Health Center. Oakland I

Los Angetes
Hainan Task Force. Chicago
Inlernallonal Indian
Treaty Council

Iranian Sluoonis Assoc.. Bay
Aiea. So Cel. and

ColumOus. OH
Iranian Studerti Assoc.
iFedayeen Minority)
Norlhwosi Prisoners'

OreanizBtion. Waiia Walla
Pan Alncan Congress
of Attania, AilaniB
San Francisco Women's

Health Center

Triad Citizens Concerned

lor Ceni. Amer.,

GieensOoro. N C-
Wheelchair Dependent People.
Takin' Core ol Business.

Chicago
Women's Feminist Hdalih
Clinic, Allania

World Peace Committee,
Berkeley Unilatian Church

46 Prisoners from the
Segregation Unit,
Walla Walla
Rev. Paul AlMls. Wash. Sq.
Church

Nailer Alluni. General Union
ol Palestinian Sluderis.
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Robert C. Aldrldge, Ex-
Locknced Engineer,
Pacific Lite Cornmunily

Larry Anderson, Oinc Nation,
Big Mm Support Comm.
Richard P. Applsbaum, Prof,
ol Socialogy. Sania Bartaia
Rev. Manfred Bahman, Palo
Alto Lutheran Church: Sur
vivor, Otesclon FIrefaombing

TonI Csrio Bambera. So. Coll.
of African Writers

Karl Blulnger, War Reslstais
League

Fr. Roy Bourgeois, Chicago
Richard Boyle, War
Correspondent and author

Lemeul Bradley, BSU, Los
Angeles Cliy College
Ken CBmbell, Vietnam Vet,
participated jn Russell Tri
bunal, 1967 and Winler

Soldier Inv.. 1971
flotien Chercasen, Nallue
Alaskan, Indian Legal
Proiecl, Los Angeles

John Coalsworth, Prof, of

History. Unlv. ot Chicago
Walter Collins. Imprisoned

lor drati resistance duiing
VIeinam.War

Rev. Jim Conn, Ocean Park
Ivtelhodisl Church and Santa
Monica Councilman

Alan Cooper. Pol. Scl. Dept.,
St. Augustine Coil..
Baleign, N.C
Ed Cooperman, Prol. ol
Physics, Caill. Stale,
Fullerlon

Gregory Davis, Pres., Black
Sludenl Union. Seattle Unlv.

Emila De Antonio, Itimaker
Rev. Raymond Do Halnaut, Pres.,
Fla; Chpl Mein Fed. tor
Social Action

Carl DU. Black member ot
"Ft. Lewis 6" who refused

duly in Vietnam
Howard OeNIke, Att'y; de
fended dissenting G.l.s
in U.S S Vietnani

John Dlvena, former pres.' ot
BSA, UCLA

Jsn DouglBs. Soiourner So.
Coordinator

Farld Edwards. MD.,
Columbus, OH. lormer
resldeni of South Africa

Norm Ellsworth, Olflce of

Veterans'Allairs, S.F. State
Archie Fire Lame Deer.
Mnicolou Lakola

Jack Freels, political
scientist, Roosevelt Univ.,
Chicago
Jimmy Gatrell. Ex-Black
Panther & SNCC

Leo Gomez for the

Revolutionary Coinmunlsl
Parly

Bernard Headly, Professor.
Allania University
Rev. Will Heizfeld. Belhlehem

Lutheran Church. Oakland
Fr. Bill Hogan, Clergy & Lally
Concerned. Chicago
Nancy Hormachat, Attorney
living in Iran

Odell Johnson, vieinain Vst-
aran: Prof. Malcolm X

College, Chicago-, Com-
munlly Vouin Llason

Flo Kennedy, Attorney &
Black Woman lor Political
Action

Yuri Kochlyama, Japanese
American Acilvlsl

John Lake. AIM Actlvisi,
Los Angelas
Frank Lsraque, Prol.,
Black Studies. CCNY

Bill Lawson, Vietnam Vet,

Phil. Dept., Spollman Coll..
Aria.

Richard Levins, and
RlehsrcfLewontin. Pro
fessors at Harvard School
of Public Health
Keren Lindsey, Feminist
author

Wlllism Little, Korean Vet
eran; Ex-Black Panther,
Wrnsion-Sarem

longwaifier. Four Directions
Don Luce, Souiheasi Asia

Resource Clt-
Nancy A. Lyies, Gal Slate
Long Beech Alliance lor
Survival
Conrad Lynn, Atl'y; long-llma
sclivisi & freedom fighter;
defended (he 4 Puerto RIcan

Nat ibnalists
"Marll", Salvadorean
levolulionary
Wuntu MaiBlmela, Nai'l Black

Human Bights Coalition
Harian Msylond, History
teacher, Tacoma
Cralg S Brlgella McDonough.
teachers, Koene SI. College, H,H,

Charles Msconls. Ph.D.,
Sealife Peace Action Coalit'n

Prol. Anuro Malendez, Univ.
ol Puerto HIco

Jos Miller, SANE.

Phila,
Bob MIola.WRL. So. Call!.
War Tax f^eslslancc

Rev. Isssc Miller. Director,

Canterbury Center. Allania
Rev. Ralph Moore. U. ol
Perm. Christian Assoc.

Dave Nobel, Depi. of
Science, Technology. &
Society, MIT

Prof. Larry Nobel, Political
Scientist. Allania Unlv.
Mike Nutter, lormer Peace
Corp voiuntesr, Marshall Is.

Hilary O'Donohua, Irish National,
leaching assistant U. of
Cincinnati
Behell Oilman, New York
University

llnuB Psuiing, Nobel Laureate
in both Peace & Chemistry

Louis Perez, Jr., Latin Amer.
Studies, U. ol So. Fla.

Earl PIcard, Vietnam Veteran,
Pollllcal Scicnilst, Atlanta Univ.
Raligh Pooya, Iranian
Mlmaker

Mustafa Randolph. VIce-pres.
Black Veterans lor Social

Juslice: Chmn.. Akwesasne
Support Committee, N.Y.
Randy Rowland, WAW (A-i),
one of Presidio 27

Steve Ssnore. L.A. Regional
Rsp.f La Raza National
Legal Alliance

Charles Schwartz, Prol. of
Physics. U.C. Berkeley
James Simmons, Traditional
Native-American, lacing
death penally. Walla Walla

Dwighl Simpson, Prof- inl'l
Rslallons OepL, S.F. Stale

Dr. Richard Solomon,
physicien, Cleveland

Robbie Stamp, sludenl shot
at Kent Stale, May 4, 1970
Pal Sianyo. Teacher Union
Acllvisl, Los Angeles

Dr. Jerome Stevens, Prol. of

Polil. 9ci., Bowling Green U.
Michael Tarisi, Veterans (or
Peace, Chicago

Willis Trullt, Phil. Dept.,
U. of So. Fla.

Joe Urge, Org. of Winter
Soldier Inv., Detroit, 1871
Armando Valtejo, insirucior &
Poet, Sania Barbara

Justin Vlilello, Ass't. Prof,,

Temple Unlvorslly
Rev. Lloyd Wake, Glide
Memorial Church. Inlomee

In Japanese-American
Concondatton Camp, WWII

Fr. Paul Washington, Church
ol the Advocate. Phila.
Tom Webb, News Dir.,
WLUP, FM

Philip Whsston, Wash., D.C.
Dir. of EPICA & Mom. ol Nkt'l
Advisory Board ol CISPES

Virginia Wohl, freelance
iournallst, contributor (a
Bevolulionary Worker
Dow Woodward, Prol. of
Biology al Sfanlord

Ziod abu-EIn, Imprisoned
Palestinian freedom lighter
lacing exiradillon
Howard ZInn, Author S
Prof.. Boston University

Chain
Continued from page 8

ran?" I told them I was looking for a
job or something like thai. They had a
!dl of evidence against us too. Before
that we had gone to the villages to study
fhe peasants' life and what the so-calied
White Revolution was doing to them.
Five of us went and the peasants were
really nice to us. They kept us for two
weeks and we saw everything. We were
studying there, talking to the people
about their difficulties. This was part of
the evidence against us. They thought
we were the urban guerrillas going
there, so they were really anxious about
us. So they asked me, "Why did you go
to the villages?" 1 told them I had fami
ly over there and I went to see them.
Actually, my grandparents are pea
sants.

After this week, I had everything
again. Everything. Not a point less or
more. Then they put me in jail again.
After two months, they told me that 1
have 10 go to a Court Martial. 1 was
transferred to the army base and they
asked me everything again. 1 told them,
"I told you everything a hundred
times." They said, "No. We are not
SAVAK. Wc are army officers. You
have to tell it again." So I did. Then
they told me that my family had put up
some money for bail. So they put me
out.

I had to present myself lo the court
after one year. After one year the actual
court was begun. There were three old,
funny generals silting there saying,
"Weil, what's your case?" There were
about 15 or 20 of us. we didn't know
each other. "What's your case? OK,
four months. OK, two months, OK,
one year. OK. two years. OK, three
years." That way they issued sentences.
One man had been in prison for four
months. The generals sentenced him to
three month.s. He asked, "What hap

pens with the other month?" "It's
OK," they said.
They asked me to write a letter.

"From now on, if you arc going to be
free, you are not going to be involved in
any political activity. If we find you, we
will sentence you to the maximum. It
will be all over. Realty, seriously."
After J was released from jail, I was dis
connected from political activities. No
one contacted me. While I was trying to
find a job (at ihac time I was in the I lih
grade of school), the principal wouldn't
let me go to ihat school again. So 1 had
10 go to another school and finish my
high school. 1 found a job on national
TV. I worked there for one week. They
were very satisfied with me. I was really
a good worker over there. After one
week the security officers called me and
told me 1 couldn't work there. "We
have your record here, and you can't
work here, because of national securi
ty." If anybody in Iran wanted to work
anywhere, his record, or her record,
had to go to SAVAK to be checked.
Vou can't find a job anyplace without
the approval of SAVAK. So after a
while I had to go into the army, for ser
vice after high school. I had the same
problem there. They told me, "Out. We
can't find your records." I knew what
was really going on. For three years
they fooled around with their bureau
cracy. Without serving in the army, you
can't gel a legal job.

1 applied for a passport. They didn't
give mc that passport until 1978—after
the Shah came here and went back, and
after the Tabriz revoll. They gave me a
passport because at that lime the Shah
wanted to do liberal ihings for the peo
ple. He released some political prison
ers and issued some pa.ssppris for .some
people who couldn't go abroad.
Vou see, compared to the other peo

ple who have been tortured, who have
been martyred at the hands of the U.S.
imperialists around the world, especial
ly in Iran, they did nothing with me at
all, even though they beat me with a

cable. They threw me out of school.
They threw mc out of work. Really, if I
could explain to you how brutally they
dealt with other political prisoners, you
would find out that 1 have told you no
thing about the torture and those CIA-
trained SAVAKees dealing with people.
There were thousands of us, thousands
of people, who have been in jail, who
have been tortured, who have been kill
ed just for the reason of their ideology,
for their way of thinking, for their poli
tical mind and everything. You couldn't
express anything in Iran at all. 1 mean,
if they find one leaflet, one Marxist-
Leninist leaflet, you go to jail Tor 5
years. No way do they have mercy on
yoii, 5 years. You know what happened
to the other revolutionary groups, like
Fedayeen and Mojahadeen and thou
sands of other communists and even li
berals and democrats. They killed them
because of their serious so-called crime.
And what was their crime? Their mind,
their ideology. Iheir way of thinking.
One interesting thing that happened

to me, where I found out who is my real
enemy, was the time when 1 was 17
years old. I found on my chain, my
hand chain, it was written "Made in
US." Really. "Made in US." The U.S.
was exporting these to other countries
to help their economy. Yes, the type
was black, thin, very nice. They tied
you with those chains when they killed
you wiih their bullets.
Another thing: I want to compare

these tortured people, these martyrs,
not only in Iran but around the world.
10 one of those funny guys by the name
of spy Murphy. He came to South Seat
tle Community College and told the
people, "When I was in captivity, the
Iranian students tortured me." One of
us asked him, "Sir, what was your tor
ture?" He said, "They look our shoes
from usl" I mean, what could we do?
You see, this spy monster, this pig. tells
this to hi.s people, that he has been tor
tured by taking his shoes off. I mean,
can you imagine that? Thousands of

people have been martyred by his own
hand, not directly but indirectly, and
millions of people have suffered from
this bloody monster imperialism all
over the world, and they are telling the
people, "Our shoes were taken!"
What I said was my individual expe

rience. I can tell you horrible stories
about my other comrades, who were se
riously torlurcd, who were 7 or 8 years
in prison until they were freed by the
hands' of the people during the revolu
tion. 1 can say those horrible things.
But what did I say? I was one drop of
that ocean of people who were fighting
against U.S. imperialism and the Shah.
One of my friends who was captured

by SAVAK after 2 years—I'll tell you
how they captured him. We were doing,
in a theater, a play by Bertolt Brecht by
the name of Exception and the Rule.
After the first night of the play. SA
VAK came with machine guns and a lot
of people. It was at a university, a
2-year college in Rasht, They told us,
"No, you can't do this. You must stop
the play." Meanwhile, there were thou
sands of people outside the doors who
wanted to see the play. The people's
reaction was slogans against SAVAK
and against the regime, which scared
the SAVAKees to death! They didn't
expect the people to support us. They
saw the actual anger of the people out
side who wanted even democratic, legal
rights—to see. to learn, to understand.
And so, they couldn't resist. They just
Ici the people in. And after that, they
captured at! of us while the people were
still shouting slogan.s againsi them and
they were cheering us. they took us to
jail after the finish of the play.

I was again released after just two
day.s in SAVAK's office. My other
friend was kept in prison until he was
released by the hand of the people dur
ing the revolution. The summer after
the revolution, I went to Iran and saw
my old friends. They told me that all

Continued on page 15
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New Twist In KDP Murder Case

On November 1, King County Super
ior Court Judge Frank Howard ordered
Tony Dictado, the third person charged
with the murder of Kacipunan ng mga
Dcmocraiikong Filipino (Union of
Democratic Filipinos, KDP) members
Gene Viemes and Silme Domingo, to
get a new lawyer for his upcoming mur
der trial. The move, requested by the
prosecution, will effectively delay Dic-
tado's trial, possibly until next spring.
As predicted in RW No. 122, the two

assassins who actually gunned down
Viernes and Domingo in the Seattle
Union Hall of the Alaskan Cannery
Workers Union, Jimmy Ramii and Ben
Guloy, were convicted of the murders
and sentenced lo life imprisonment.
The state desperately needed these con
victions in the hope of quelling the
widespread outrage these murders trig
gered and in hope of preventing further
exposure of the real forces at work
behind these murders. The plot to

murder Viernes and Domingo clearly
involved powerful forces in Seattle's
Filipino community, forces with close
ties to the local Philippine Consulate
and the U.S.-backed Marcos regime in
the Philippines. The obvious fact that
much bigger forces than just Ramil and
Guloy were involved in planning and
carrying out these murders, coupled
with the anger the murders triggered
among broad sections of the people,
forced the state to arrest and charge
Tony Dictado, the leader of a Filipino
gang to which both Ramil and Guloy
belraged, as well. Among those forces
clearly Implicated in the murder plot,
but still remaining free and facing no
charges, is Tony Baruso, the president
of the Alaskan Cannery Workers Union
(of which both Viernes and Domingo
were officers), a major figure in the net
work of reactionary Filipino organiza
tions, and past or present head of a
large number of pro-Marcos groups in

the Filipino community.
It is becoming clearer that the state

wants, with the trial of Dictado, to
close the book on this whole affair,,
limiting—they hope—any further expo
sure of the forces involved in these
murders. The state apparently feels it
can get away without charging Baruso
and other elements of the reactionary
pro-Marcos apparatus with the
murders. Keeping Baruso (whose gun
was actually used in the murders), in
particular, on the streets allows him to
serve as both a symbolic and material
threat to anyone who continues to go
up against the pro-Marcos political ap
paratus and the interests it serves, in
cluding of course, the U.S. ruling class,
which stands behind it.

Viewed in this context, the recent
court ruling concerning Dictado's trial,
and the resulting delay in bringing the
case 10 court, serves the ruling class's
interests well. The prosecution made

(above) Burning the American flag atop the embassy wall.
(left) Bloody footprints lead from a torture chamber of the

■" . U.S.-lrained SAVAK.

the motion to remove Dictado's at
torney because this attorney is also
defending one of the already convicted
assassins, Jimmy Ramil, and the pro
secution claimed that this was a "con
flict of interest." The prosecution per
sisted in demanding that Dictado get a
new attorney, despite the opposition of
both Dictado and his lawyer to this,
because it said it feared thai this "con
flict of interest" would serve as a basis
for an appeal should. Dictado be con
victed.

Clearly the prosecution wants, at all
costs, to avoid having Dictado tried,
convicted, the conviction appealed and
then get another trial held; after all, the
whole point of the bourgeoisie's legal
maneuvering in this case is to get the
whole sordid affair out of the public eye
as quickly and quietly as possible. But
by delaying the trial foi" several months
the latest moves by the prosecution
served the same purpose much more
directly. The calculations undoubtedly
being made in iJie King County Pro
secutor's Office, and other offices as
well, are based on the dubious expecta
tion thai these murders will be all but
forgotten by the time Dictado comes to
trial.

Those forces who planned the
murder of Domingo and Viernes were
taking a gamble based on their
desperate need to maintain the grip of
the pro-Marcos reactionary apparatus
on the Filipino community. It was a
gamble which backfired, sparking pro
tests and opposition well beyond any
thing they imagined. In fact, recently,
when it was rumored that a visit by
Marcos might be arranged following
the Cancun summit meeting in Mexico
which Marcos was attending, pickets
were organized to the Philippine Con
sulate protesting any visit by Marcos
and showing some of his regime's links
to the murders of Viernes and Dom
ingo. The outrage around these
murders has fed the more general rising
opposition to the Marcos regime in the
U.S. that the killings were directed at
stifling in the fi rst place.

Now the state is taking another gam
ble. A gamble based on the hope that
this way ihey can limit the damage done
in the wake of these murders which has
already deeply affected tens of
thousands in Seattle and across the
country. □

Chain
Continued from page 14
my friends had been released. They told
me what had been done to them. They
were just beating people to death. 1
mean, if you see the bodies of these
people, you can see that a lot of things
have been changed. They haven't been
eleciiically shocked, no. That's for spe
cial people who have done especially se
rious things against the government.
Regular people, political-minded peo
ple, Ihey are just beating them, beating
to death. They were just exercising their
daily practice on us. I mean we were
just boxing bags for them. Doing any
thingThey want, killing us, biting us.
They enjoyed it! They were laughing
while they were beating us. One of my
friends told me that there were four
SAVAKees in four corners of the room
and they were just beating him and
passing him to the others. He couldn't
even be on the floor. The floor is worse.
Better to be beat by hand than kicked
by feet. Fortunately, they didn't torture
them like they did to other political
prisoners in other sectors. I personally
heard about electrical shock. After the
revolution, they found out about the
things they did to the prisoners. To
boys, girls, men. old men. . . they didn't
care about the age. When I was 17. they
kept me. it was written in the constitu
tion that it was illegal to arrest someone
under 18 years old. But even younger

than me, 14 years, 13 years old boys
have been tortured. Wc have many
martyrs of this age. They don't care
about your age, or shape or health.
They just want you to not think any
thing. to be a dumb person. Just do
everything they want you to do.

That'.s the way they are doing in a lot
of countries, because of their interests.
Their inieresl.s want the people to be op
pressed. They want to exploit the peo
ple to work for them. To make money
for these big businessmen. So that's
normal for them. Very, very normal,
it's their job. For example, this Murphy
1  told about. ..his job, hi-S nature is
this—doing this bullshit, lelline this
bullshit to the people. He's paid for
that. We can't expect these people to
say revolutionary things, no. But I do
blame our so-called revolutionary govr
crnment who released thttse people. Re
leased these people to come back to this
country and tell these lies. I blame this
so-called revolutionary government. In
stead of hanging these monsters, these
spies by their yellow ribbon, they free
them to come to this country to tell the
people that their shoes have been taken!

.. .1 came to the U.S. after the Shah
' came here. 1 had heard about the things

that you people had done. Vou brave
people, you honest people, how you
had welcomed this monster to this
country and we were so glad. When wc
heard about those demonstrations
against this puppet, it was such a relief
for me. I was going to come here and
learn from you people.

War Crimes Tribunal
in New York

December 4,5,6 in New York City
Washington Irving High School

40 Irving Place (1 block E. of Union Square), Manhattan

If you participated in the Mass Proletarian War Crimes Tribunal in
another city as it crossed the country—or if you wish you had after It
left—you can help build its culminating sessions in New York City.
Youth from a number of places around the country are arriving to help
contribute to the atmosphere in which U.S. imperialism will suffer.
Whether or not you can come, call or write your friends and political con
tacts there and make sure they don't miss it, and miss the chance to help
build It.

Work is needed In the following areas:
Testimony—soliciting and collecting testimony;
Publicity—press and speaking engagements;
Money, and
Volunteers—in New York or to come to New York to: poster.
leaflet, type and transcribe testimony.
Contact the national office at: 339 Lafayette St., New York, New
York.
Telephone—212-674-7820.
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